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Lower Food
Prices Hold
Rise To.3%

Highlighting the "Rock-A-Thon"
scheduled for August 20 at 5:00 p.m. on
the lawn of the Courthouse will be a
street dance featuring Eugene Kirk and
The Country Gentlemen.
The well-known group who performs
country and country-rock music begain
in 1967. They have performed on radio
and television as well as appearing at
fairs, rodeos, and other charitable
events. The current members of the
band have been together since 1970.
The group includes Eugene Kirk who
serves as emcee as well as playing the
rhythm guitar. Other members and
their parts are: Eugene Dick and
Damon Turner, both who play the
rhythm guitar and also sing; Edward
Henson and Les Wadsworth, bass
guitars; and Oscar Forsyth who plays
the fiddle.
The free street dance will begin at
8:00 p.m. and last until 11:00 p.m. and
will be held on the south side of the
courthouse. Refreshments will be
available with all proceeds donated to
the senior' citizens and- speech &
?ring projects in Murray.
Anyone who is comtemplating entering the rocking chair marathon is
urged to go ahead and fill out the
necesaary estry,. forms.„ Further _information concerning the Rock-A-ThOn
can be obtained by ' calling Alan
Blaustein at 753-0929.
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Your Individual Horoscope

19,4

4,45,157_

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 147i
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. n)
-what your outlook is, according
Perceptiveness, reflexes and
to the stars.
business acumen should be keen
now. Especially favored under
ARIES
day's influences: merchandisi
r
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
ing, property transactions and
Watch your budget now. Don't financial negotiations.
go beyond limits until a pending SAGITTARIUS
financial matter is definitely (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
settled. Some new angles could
Keep alert. Generous indelay matters.
fluences offer new routes and
means for attaining better-thanTAURUS
average gains. Don't miss out!
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Neither be extravagant in an CAPRICORN
effort to impress others nor fall ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
A good day in which to
for any ostentatiousness
displayed for your benefit. capitalize on your ingenuity and
all-around competence.
Concentrate on the REAL!
Properly exercised, even your
GEMINI
most minor taleats and efforts
May 22 to June 21)
Be sensibly cautious in will be appreciated.
making investments ( of time AQUARIUS
OR money) — but not anxious. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In the tight spots, patiently
Emphasize the Geminian's
innate good judgment and wait out those things which call
for more thought and delaying
foresight.
tactics. Avoid impulsiveness, at
CANCER
all costs.
eij:1
(June 22 to July 23)
- Early a.m. will hold some PISCES
restrictions, with all effort Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some misleading influences
seeming futile. Be patient The
prevail, so be careful of your
•hours after noon will see an involvements
— with people OR
uptrend in all your endeavors.
situations. Avoid anxiety or
LEO
undue suspicion, however.
( July 24 to Aug. 23) ei2tiCZ
Not a good day in which to
YOU BORN TODAY are
start new ventures. Stick to endowed with persor.ality-plus;
routine insofar as possible and can reach almost unscalable
postpone the extracurricular heights with ingenuity and
--*Wird'eartrnext week- — ---• ablff. Yotitare sninid-to-any field
VIRGO
which brings you in contact with
{ Aug 24 to Sept. 231 Vkii. the public; are a born leader, a
Take a dignified approach to salesman beyond par and, in
all problems. In personal anything you do, have a flair for
relationships, there may be the dramatic. You have a regal
some differences to recognize, outlook on life, thus may
cope with.
become too domineering, too
LIBRA
proud, but your innate kindness
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An and generosity to others often
Planetary influences offsets these traits. Birthdate
somewhat mixed. Be con-, of: Alfred Hitchcock, writer,
structive in planning, tenacious film producer and director;
in implementing. System with George Grove, composer; Bert
flexibility needed.
Lahr, comedian.
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Fuqua Family Reunion Is Held
Recently At Farmington

00* C01 MMUNITY
CALENDAR

Murra.
Ledger I. times
I he-

Parents: Help Get
Teen Marriage Going

On Thursday night,
August 5, at 7 o'clock,
members of the Fuqua
family held a covered dish
dinner at the Community
Building in Farnaington.
Attending the reunion
were some members who
had not seen one another in
more than twenty years.
The guest register was
signed by the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Carson, Lineolnton, Ga.,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
Mayfield, route 7, Mr. and
Mrs. James B. McNeely,
Farmington, Mr. and Mrs.
Terryl Bechtol, Terryl, Jr.,
and Carter, of Pensacola,
Fla., Janine Fuqua, Hot
Springs, Ark., Mrs. Ruth
Carter, Pensacola, Fla.,
Dillard McNeely, Farmington, Mary Claire
Jewell, Kinmond, Ill., Mrs.
Roger M. Scott and
children, Chris, Cathy, and
Anne, of Richmond, Va.,
Allen C. Utterback, Aptos,

Thursday, August 12
Monday,August 11
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
work on crafts from 9:30 a.m. will meet at seven p.m. in the
to theee pen, and Fun and court room of the Calloway
Work Night will be from six to County Court House.
nine p.m.
Acteens of First Baptist
Welcome
Wagon
Church will meet with Martha
Newcomers Club will have an Lyle Pitman at six p.m.
ice tea social at the First
Christian Church Library at
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. "Round to its" will the First Presbyterian Church
be passed out.
at 7:30 p.m.

Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Jones
Jenkins, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ben D. Fuqua, of Farmington,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerre!!
Mullins, Mayfield, route 1,
Mr. and Mrs: Sterling
McNeely and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph
McNeely
and
children, Mary Elizabeth,
Mark and Wade, all of
Dallas,
Texas,
Ann
McNeely Fitz, Allison and
Zach Fitz, of Austin, Mrs.
D.O. Price, Ellen Price
Hurt, Mrs. Robert Fuqua
and Leah Mansfield, all of
Paducah,
Glenda Fuqua, Farmington, Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Britt, of Wingo, Mr.
Mrs. . Boyce
and
Thomasson, Mayfield, Mrs.
Reba D. Fuqua, Sedalia,
Mrs. Lunie Fuqua, Farmington, Sharon, Harold,
Rodney and Kenneth Lee
Jewell, of Arlington, Jean
T Fuqua, Joe E. Fuqua,
and Mrs. J.M. Utterback, of
Mayfield.

Blankenship Circle of South
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Pleasant Grove United
shopping from 9:30 a.m.
have
Methodist Church will meet at
to one p.m. and cooking for
of
home
Jane
Cothran
the
at
By Abigail Van Buren
Optimist Club from four to
7:30 p.m.
1976 by Chtsio r.b.ntt P1 7
na
seven p.m. ,
•
Murray High School Tiger
Tuesday, August 16
DEAR ABBY: My son David, 18, and Pam, his Annuals may be picked up in
Deadline for signing up to go
the
com_.ions
area
of
the
high
girlfriend, 16, came to us saying they wanted to marry
on the Senior Citizens bus trip
because Pam was pregnant. We met with Pam's parents school on Doran Road.
to Kentucky State Fair on
who agreed to the.marriage, providing David could
August 26. Call 753-0929 for
Friday, August.*
support Pam and the expected baby.
Tickets for the barbecue, Information. "
David tried to enlist in the Air Force but was told he
needed the equivalent of a high school diploma (he had dinner, and dance of the
quit in his junior year), so he got some books from the Seventh Gala Douglass
library and studied for the exams he has to pass to get into Homecoming will be available
the Air Force.
CamtemP-SkappAm,
from eleven a.m.to three p.m.
ganktih, Czt4444)eittlovdk,KA4
.
He passed the exams, and the kids were married at a at the Douglass Community
little church wedding. David then went to Texas for his Center,
North bid Street,
basic training. After one week, he was sent home with an
honorable discharge. They said he was "unable to cope Murray. For information call
753-1783.
with military life."
This was a terrible blow to all of us. David and Pam are
livin with us now but we can't keep them indefinitely
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Pam's parents havet been very good to the kids, but say will have its monthly campout
they can't live with them. David has looked everywhere for at the KOA Kampground, Van
Central Shopping Center
work, but because he has no skills, he can't get a job. He is Buren, Mo., with John and
a
so discouraged. There it talk of their separating and Pam's Joan Bowker as
wagongoing home to her parents.
There must be a solution, but what? If Pam leaves masters.
David, I don't think he could survive the blow. What
Murray Chapter No. 92
should they do?
".
Arch Masons and
Royal
DESPERATE MOTHER
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
— - DEA.ft MOTMIErilts -Urge -Disatisi—to- inquiza-into...the and Select Masters will meet
nearest vocational-technical school where, in a relatively at the "Masonie Hall at 7:30
short time, he can acquire a cornpensable skill. If you and p.m.
Pam's parents can assist for a year or two longer, perhaps
the marriage can be saved. If the kids are willing to try,
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
can't you?
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman who has been in the
Friday, August 13
business world for many years. I have been . told that!
"think" like a man.
The Hardin Senior Citizens
Should a woman take that as a complimentt--------- will visit the Shut-Ins from ten
THINKS LIKE A MAN a.m.to three p.m.

DON'T MISS IT
THIS TIME

JUMPSUITS
Reg. 24.99 to 29.99

DEAR THINKS: Only If she thinks a man's"thinking"
is superior to that of a woman's.
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a policeman that he has
rights just like any other man?
Abby, this policeman I'm in love with says that he loves
me but he will never marry again (he's divorced) because
he can't expect a woman to sit home worrying about
whether he will make it home that night or not.
Abby, I realize that his work involves a tot of danger,
but I'm sure I can handle all the problems connected with
it.
A policeman needs a good woman to come home to after
a hard day's work, and I want to be his woman, but he
won't let me.
He wants to continue seeing me, but he tells me not to
expect marriage because he loves me too much to marry
me.
Does this make sense?
LOVES A COP
DEAR LOVES: I don't buy it. If it's marriage you
want, don't waste any more time on him.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long, self-addressed. stamped
(244) envelope

Butterworth & White
Wedding On Saturday
Miss Vicky Lee Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Dan Butterworth
of Murray, has completed
plans for her marriage to
Jerry Lee White, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James C. White of
Murray.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
August 14, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Butterworth home with Bro.
John Dale of Murray officiating. Mrs. Oneida White,
Mrs. Glenda Gallimore, Miss
Kathy Calhoun, and Darrell
Gibson will present the music.
The bride-elect has chosen
Miss Leah Vance as her maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Mrs. Marketia Cain, Miss
Susan White, sister of the
groom-elect, and Miss Kathy
Butterworth, sister of the
bride-elect.
Serving as flower girl will be
Miss Jana Wilson, cousin of
the bride-elect.
Bucky Erwin has been
chosen by Mr. White to serve
as his best man. Groomsmen
will be Craig Dowdy, Ricky
Glover, and Ricky But-

PERSONALS

terworth, brother of the brideelect.V.ingbearer will be Bob
Kemp,Jr.
The ushers will be Roger
Hughes, Kenneth White,
cousin of the groom-elect, and
Mickey Butterworth, brother
of the bride-elect.
Miss Mary Beth Hays and
Mrs. LaRhea Stewart will
preside at the guest register.
The reception will be held
following-the ceremony at the
Butterworth home. Serving
will be Mesdames Anna Marie
McCage, Iznik Wilson, Peggy
Butterworth, Theresea Nance,
Vickie Hughes, Miss Sandra
Duncan, Miss Sandy Farris,
and Miss Monty Wilson. Ric*
bags will be distributed by
Misses Sharla McCage, Amy
McCage,
Melissa
Butterworth, and Melinda Butterworth.

999

Shopping for Senior Citizens
of Murray will be at 9:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. Call 753-0929 for
intransportation
and
formation.

OUR FABULOUS

Saturday, August 14
Rummage and Bake Sale
will be held at the Murray
School of Practical Nursing,
805 Poplar Street, Murray,
starting at nine a.m.

999
DRESS RACK

-1950 Sock Hop" featuring a
disc jockey will be sponsored
by the KSA-LP Nurses at St.
Joseph School Cafeteria,
Broadway, Mayfield, from
seven to eleven p.m. Trophies
for best dressed and dance
contest will be presented.

JR. & MISSES DRESSES
JACKET DRESSES
SKIRT SETS
LONG DRESSES

Mixed Doubles Tennis
Tournament and Poo Party
will be at the Murray -Tennis
Center.
Saturday, August 14
Asbury Cemetery will have.,
its annual homecoming. Mail
or send cemetery donations to •
Buford Stone, Hazel Route
One.

REG. 19.99 TO 39.99
Hundreds more added
61119691.11,

Country Music Show will be
held at the Hardin Senior
Citizens Center at eight p.m.
Sunday, August 15
Hardin Senior Citizens will
go to Lake Malone at 12:30
p.m.

VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen
of Nashville, Term., were the
weekend guests of their
mothers, Mrs. B. W. Burkeen
of Ahno and Mrs. 011ie Workman of Murray.

Mix N' Match

SWIMSUIT

TOPS AND
SHORTS

CLEARANCE

Dewards Chapel Pentecostal Church will have all
day services with basket lunch
at noon and singing by The
Singing Stepps from two to
four p.m.
Old Salem Cemetery will
have its annual homecoming.

Entire stock of notionally
advertised 2-pc. &- bikini
twansuits,

B,g selection from our
-egular stock. Buy now

REG. UP TO 16.99

REO.,UP TO 10.99

599

20
0
FOR

Famous Nome

Famous Nome

PANTS
CLEARANCE

LINGERIE
CLEARANCE

100% polyester. Basic &
fashion pants included.

long and short gowns and
coots. Big selection.

REG. 15.99.to 19.99

REG. 5.99 to 12.99

699

29?599

Sunday, August 15
Walnut Grove Baptist
Church, Stewart County,
Tenn., will have its annual
homecoming.

"Get Acquainted Offer"
Banana Split

70 Cents

(Bring this .0d — Ends Aug. 15)

3.,4

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Oron Hopkins
and daughter, Belinda, of
Lincoln Park, Mich., have
been the guests of her mother,
Mrs. 011ie Workman, Murray,
and also visiting his mother,
Mrs. E. F. Hopkins, patient at
Westview Nursing Home.

Famous.,Name

*27 Flavors
*Shakes
*Sundaes
*Banana Splits
*Floats
*Parfaits
*Pints &
Quarts

*Chili Dogs
*Kraut Dogs
*Cheese Dogs
*Pit
Bar-Be-Que
Open 11:00 A.M.
Daily
1:00 Sunday

Open Nights till 9• Sunday 1 to 6
Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

•MuRtta.L4i61•Cavutobdiwt.th, k•GaztoctIm_ Ata
1
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Miss Linda Truett Lilly And
Mr. Gardner Wed At Church

The sanctuary of the First tured lace trim. The bodice
Baptist Church of Murray was was fastened in the back with
the July 24 setting for the small, self-covered buttons.
wedding of Miss Linda Truett Long slim sleeves were
Lilly, daughter of Mr. and tapered at the wrist in Calla.
.Mrs. George Truett-Lilly of Lily points and edged in
Murray, and Nelson Ray Alencon border lace.
A voluminous skirt of
Gardner, son of Mr. Drury
Carl Gardner of Williamsport, organza was poised over peau
Tn. and the late, Mrs. Louise de sole, and flowed into a
graceful chapel length train.
Gillespie Gardner.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor The hemline of her gown and
emeritus of the church, train were lavishly appliqued
performed the double ring in the repeated lace pattern,
and re-embroidered lace
ceremony at four p.m.
The vows were exchanged motifs were placed at in-before an arrangement of tervals on the skirt.
and
The formal length veil of
foliage
mangolia
blossoms in a white Grecian imported illusion, worn by her
urn flanked by white, nine- sister at her wedding, was
branched candelabra, designed in demi-bouffant
tiers and was caught to a
magnolias and ferns.
The family pews were Juliet headdress of Alencon
marked with white bows and Lace fashioned especially for
her gown.
magnolia foliage.
The bride carried a high
A program of organ music
was presented by Mrs. John styled Colonial bouquet of
Bowker. Selections included gardenias and white victorian
Man's tea roses mingled with
"Jesu, Joy • of
Desiring," "Panis stephanotis. Falling to a
Angelicus," "0 Perfect cathedral strand was theivOry
Love," —Saviour Like A silk ribbon worn -by her
Shepherd Lead Us," "Great is maternal grandmother at her
Thy Faithfulness," "Ave wedding Janahry 12, 1915. The
Maria," "Liebestraum," bride's telly jewelry was a
"Wedding Bells," and Fan- diamond pendant, a gift of the
groom.
fare on "Llanfair."
Vocal selections by Gus' Attending the bride as
Robertson, Jr., were,-."The matron of honor, was her
Greatest of These is Love" by sister, Mrs. Thomas Aaron
Roberta Bitgood,"The King of McKenzie III, of Huntsville,
Love My Shepherd Is," by Ala. She wore a formal gown
Shelley and "The Lord's of mint green imported voile,
flocked with white dots. An
Prayer" by Malotte.
The processional consisted empire bodice was designed to
. of "Trumpet Voluntary" by feature a scoop neckline
Purcell and "The Bridal enhanced with a Bertha type
Chorus from Lobengrin" by _collar which created capelet
sleeves. The softly gathered
Wagner.
At the conclusion of the skirt was accented with a
ceremony, the bridal couple ruffled flounce rising from the
left the sanctuary to the ac- hemline. She wore a matching
companiment of the singing of crownless tiered hat banded in
the hymn "Joyful, Joyful We mint green grosgrain and
Adore Thee," by the standing carried a nosegay of white
rosesfi
yellow
audience. "Intrada on Two daisies,
Hymn Tunes" by Handel was springerii fern, and baby's
presented by Mrs. Bowker as breath.
.The bridesmaids, Miss
the orgaa recessional.
Mrs. 'Kenneth Winters Carolyn Gardner, sister of the
assisted the wedding party groom, and Miss Georgia Ann
during the processional and Ellis, both of Nashville, Tn.,
were attired identically to the
retessional.
honor attendant and carried
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in nosegays of white and ,yellow
marriage by her father, was daisies, springerii fern, and
lovely in a formal gown of baby's breath.
The bride's mother chose
ivory silk organza over peau
de soie comained with ecru for her daughter's wedding a
Alencon lace. The empire formal gown of peach sherbet
waistline was defined with an chiffon, accented with seraccent of lace motifs, and a pendary tucking, miniature
tulip neckline was featured, self-coveted buttons and
richly adorned with sculp- looped closures. The Obi sash

.. Worth
cA
Thousand
Words

ONE 8x10
COLOR PORTRAIT

88('
Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
TUES
10

WED
11

THUR
12

FRI
13

SAT
14

DAILY: 1011144PM

esee. Bane, looktrtrs .nd dots(be onene per MANOC, k.f.fmormi odmms --room
mrn. f.rn.tr - OD P" ....bfmr. No proof& - armor from Anishai prm
Yoe oun owlet, odol000nei proem eferref •
111400rikin•
kmo,00.i r.mrors Irmorl
Goecenorord rorncoble eedelarroon or money cheerful* refunded No
14. kandlooe

SRIGITS
Our First Ever, Pre-Season

Sweat-Nis-Sale!
New Fall Styles!
Our Regular 11.00 to 35.00

1/4OFF
•

Sensational new fall sweaters at a
savings you can't resist! The largest
selection in town. Select from a
large group of styles: peasant, wrap
cardigan,tabard, turtle
neck,cowl neck and pullovers! This is a
limited time sale. so hurry in today and
save on a very special group of sweaters!

Mrs. Nelson Ray Gardner
gave emphasis to the flowing, Following the reception, a
bouffant skirt. She wore a wedding buffet was served at
white Japette Orchid corsage. the home of the bride's
The groom's step-mother parents for close out of town
a softly &Aped friends and relatives.
was attired
After the buffet, the couple
floor length lown of emerald
green Quiana knit featuring a left for a wedding trip to New
low V-neckline and long, Orleans and ,the Gulf Coast
slender sleeves. Her corsage and are now at home af 507
was identical to the one worn • Hilson Court, Nashville, Tn.
Out Of Town Guests
by the bride's mother.
Mrs. Oswald Kummer, Out of town guests were
grandmother of the bride, Mrs. Oswald Kummer, Mr.
wore a mint green knit dress. and Mrs. Rornea Kummer and
Her accessories were beige, Christopher, Mr. and Mrs.
and her corsage was of yellow Arnold Kummer, Franklin;
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P.
bridal roses.
The groom's father served McLean, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
his son as best man. Ushers Moench, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
Gardner,
were Hershel and Doug Larry
Gardner,• Nashville, Tn., Catherine Gardner, Mr. and
brothers of the groom. Mrs. Anthony B. Kaiser, Jr.,
Groomsmen were Carl Brooks and Anthony III, Miss Faye
Gardner, Williamsport, Tn., Blake, Mr. and Mrs. Nicky
brother of the groom, and Dr. Wright, Mr. Jim Bratton, Mrs.
Thomas Aaron McKenzie HI, Jim Bohon, Nick Darnico, Mr.
Huntsville, Ala., brother-in- and Mrs. Alvin H. Ellis, Mrs.
Steve Shehane, Mr. and Mrs.
law of the bride.
George Gardner, Mr. and
Reception
Following the wedding, a Mrs. W. C. Tomlinson, Miss
reception was held at the Sheila Cole, Miss Becky
Murray Woman's Club House. Tomlinson, Miss Georia Ann
The guests were greeted at Ellis, Miss Carolyn
the door by Mrs. James Hershel Gardner, and
and Gardner, Nashville;
Murray,
Harris,
presented to the receiving Mrs. Virgil Ray, Steve Ray,
line. The bride's registar was Miss Deborah Ray, Mr. and
kept by Mrs. Anthony B. Mrs. John Hood, Miss Cella
Kaiser, Jr., sorority sister and Abington, and Ken Genung,
close friend of the bride. The Goodlettsville, Tn.; Mrs. J. M.
&son, Mrs. James Payne,
registry table was draped in a
. Harold Bretton, Mrs.
Madeira embroidered linen
cloth, accented by a yellow William Coleman, Mr. and
Mrs. McEwen Bretton, Shady
rose in a silver bud vase.
The beautifully appointed Grove, Tn.; Joe Gillespie,
bridal table was overlaid with Prirrun Springs, Tn.
Other out of town guests
a white embroidered cloth,
and centered with a silver were Miss Virginia Cooper.
epergne arranged with yellow Madisonville; Miss Rosalie
daisies in a cloud of baby's Lilly, Henderson; Mr. and
breath, flanked by silver Mrs. Ralph H. Lilly, Holly
candlelabra and lighted Springs, Miss.; Mr. and Mrs.
yellow tapers. The silver Carl Brooks Gardner, Jason
punch bowl, from the bride's and Justin, Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
sorority, Alpha Gamma Delta, Gardner, Williamsport; Mr.
was complimented by the and Mrs. B. F. Lilly, Mrs. Bill
silver appointments that were Lynn, Mrs. Phillip Stone, and '
used throughout. Dainty Mr. and Mrs. J. Carlin Lilly,
mints, nuts, and lime sherbet Marion; Dr. and Mrs. Robert
punch were served. The butter E. Mabe, Christy and Cathy,
cream mints in the shape of Signal Mountain, Tn.; Miss
wedding bells, shells, and Jewell Deene Ellis, Frankleaves in the soft colors of fort; Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
green, yellow,and white, were Solomon,Jr., Clarksville,Th.:
made by the bride's aunt, Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A.
McKenzie III, Huntsville,
J. C. Lilly, Marion.
The all white four-tiered Ala.; Mrs. David Frost,
traditional wedding cake was Memphis, Tn.; Mrs. Bill
win, draped Butler, Centerville, '111.;' and
decorated
garlands and aceintkr with Mrs. Richard Orr, Oakland
fluted edges. Roses of Royal City, Ind.
Rehearsal Dinner icing cascaded doign the sides
Mr. and Mrs. Drury Carl
of the cake, with fresh yellow
daisies, baby's breath and Gardner,the groom's parents,
springerii fern supplying were hosts for the rehearsal
further adornment. The cake dinner held on Friday
was served by Mrs. Robert E. evening, July 23, in the Red
Mabe, Signal Mountain, Tn., Room of the Holiday Inn.
The U-shaped table was
aunt of the bride, and Mrs.
Solomon, covered with a white linen
H.
William
cloth, and featured a center
Clarksville, Tn.
Mrs. Ernest Moench, Jr., arrangement of yellow and
Nashville, Tn., and Mrs. Carl white daisies with baby's
Brooks Gardner, William- breath. The side tables held
smaller,
but
sport, Tn., sister-in-law of the similar,
arrangements with candles.
groom, served the punch.
A country ham dinner, with
Mrs. A. W. Russell, Murray,
directed the guests from the trimmings, was enjoyed by
receiving line to the bridal the wedding party and guests.
The bride and groom
table to be served. Others
assisting in the reception were presented gifts to their atMrs. Steve McLean and Miss tendants.
Deborah Ray, both of Nashville, Tn., and ,Mrs. Steve
Trevathan and Mrs. Walter L.
Newton, both of Murray.
VISITING HERE
Mrs. Nicky Wright, NashMiss Dawn JaCICSOP of
ville, Tn., delightfully en- Aniston, Ala., is tile guest of
tertaiNed the guests with a her sister. Mrs. William Rouse
rnedIFy of selections at the and Mr. Rouse, Plainview
piano.
Drive, Murray.

That's Bright's on the Court Square'

LAYAWAY TODAY!

Flattering pantsuits
and dresses greet
fall in style!

t

Make your best fashion move of thonew fall season
when you select a flattering pantsuit or dress
from Bright's your fashion leader! Browse through
the many racks of autumn's finest styles..one
that's sure to suit your individual taste. Available in junior, missy and half-sizes at moderate
prices. Dresses, zs.00-scoo; Pantsuits,34.00-118.00

Open Fridays 'til 8
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Editorial

Cutting The
Fat From Welfare
Since there are more and money than they're entitled to.
That's known as fraud.
ore bureaucrats amongst us
Only
12 cases
were
with each passing day, we are
:glad when occasionally we can prosecuted last year, but this
:find reason to praise them, in- year the bureau seems to be on
the move against welfare
stead of damning them.
; Gail S. Huecker, corn- fraud.
•
Inussioner
It can't happen too quickly to
of the state Dept. for
;Human Resource's Bureau for 4suit our taxpaying tastes.
The bureau is using a new
;Social Insurance, is such a
computer system to compare
:bureaucrat, and here's why:
tb She has notified 65,000 the Aid rolls and earnings
families in Kentucky who get records that are collected for
!Aid to Families with Dependent unemployment insurance.
amgratulations ... and.
i Children that her office is
more
thanks!
get
who
those
for
looking
i
t

/

R. Gene McCutcheon; editor

Garrott's Galley

Why Should You
Train Your Dog?
- Why should you bother to train your
'clog? Why should you spend the time,
the effort, the money? Isn't it too difficult, and, after all, aren't the results
seldom worth the trouble?
But isn't it more of a nuisance not to
train your dog? A well-behaved dog is
easier to live with and more fun to have
around than one permitted to do as he
pleases. A well-behaved dog won't
Jump up on you in over-affectionate
greeting and leave muddy pawprints on
your white dress. He won't pester
visitors with unwelcome attentions or
snitch food from the supper table. He
won't climb on the furniture — or chew
on it, dig holes in the garden, run races
with automobiles, or bark furiously at
imaginary burglars by the hour.
Chances are, moreover, that a wellbehaved dog will be around longer. If
your dog responds promptly to your
commands you can convince him that
an electric light cord is not a tasty
tidbit. You'll also be able to call him out
of the path of an approaching car.
Your dog ought to he down and wait
for you outside a store. He ought to be
able to sit quietly in an elevator without
cold-nosing everyone who gets in.
ought to walk sedately at your side a
city street and sit politely while you
chat to friends. He ought to come when
you call, follow where you lead, and
stay where you leave hirri.
He should know that motel rooms,
veterinarians' offices, and Your friends'
homes are to be treated with the same
respect as his own home. Obviously, if
you can take your dog anywhere and
not
embarrassed by his behavior,
you'll have more fun with him. And
isn't that why you chose to have a dog in
the first place?
The question becomes, then, not
"Why should you train your dog? but
,"How can you train your dOg?"
67. It's not really difficult. Dogs learn
readily because it's their nature to
learn and obey. Their wild ancestors
lived and hunted in packs, and owed
their allegience to the leader of the
pack, who was the strongest individual
among them. Survival depended on
group cooperation and adherence to
social rules enforced by the leader.
The civilized dog has transferred his
loyalty to you, his human master. And
though he was not born knowing how tc
behave inside a house, he does have an
instinctive aptitude fbr absorbing
correct behavior. All you must do
teach him. He will obey you as long as
you are able to tstablish your authority

over him.
Any serious attempts at training, no
matter how intermittent or haphazard,
will result in some measure of success.
Books are available at the Calloway
County Public Library which will explain basic techniques; we especially
recommend the newly published Basic
Guide to Dog Training and Obedience,
by Margaret English. However, if you
have reason to doubt your competence
or patience, we suggest you consider
formal obedience lessons.
Experienced obedience instructors
will teach you to train your own dog;
they will not train your dog for you. You
attend classes once a week, generally
with a group of fifteen to twenty other
people. The instructors will ensure that
the training program you follow is wellregulated and properly administered.
They'll offer expert advice and
assistance, adapting general principles
to your individual needs. They'll be able
to spot your mistakes and tell you how
to correct them. And you'll be able to
compare your progress with that of
other students.'
Obedience classes are a real bargain,
for they guarantee results, and they're
vastly entertaining as well. Although
some
instructors
emphasize
preparation for competition in the
American Kennel Club obedience
trials, Wiser ones realize that the
fundamental goal of obedience training
is to "teach your dog good manners...to
make him a better member of the
community in which he lives" (from
the Paris, Tennessee, Obedience Club
Manual). On the other hand, if yew
should have the inclination, and if your
dog enjoys showing off, participation in
obedience trials and dog shows can be a
pleasing and rewarding hobby.
The Humane Society of Calloway
County is planning to offer a course of
dog obedience instruction in ceejunction with the Paris, Tennessee,
Obedience Club in the near future.
Watch this column or call 753-9554 for
details.

By M.C. Garrott
Two or three times a week for almost
two years, a beautiful bouquet of
flowers would be sitting on the
receptionist's desk at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital when the
office staff arrived at eight in the
morning.
"It was like a ghost was putting them
there," says Mrs. Lola James, the
office manager. "No one knew from
whom the flowers came. No one knew
when or how they got there. There were
just always there.
'Then one day our 'ghost' slipped
up," she laughed. "The flowers were
left in a vase which happened to have a
piece of tape with a name on the bottom
of it. It was Pattie Mae ( Mrs. Gordon
Moody who had been bringing them. We
had suspected her, but never knew for
sure until then."
All that time, Mrs. Moody, who caters
and provides floral arrangements for
weddings, parties and other special
occasions of that nature, had been
bringing the flowers to the hospital in
the early hours of the morning and
leaving them on the receptionist's desk
when no one was around.
"She's still bringing them just as
before," Mrs. James said, pointing to a
pretty arrangement of roses on the desk
in the hospital lobby.
"She just gets personal enjoyment
.out of sharing her flowers with other
people," Mrs. James went on. -"I just
love her. She's one of the best natured,
most pleasant people" I have ever
known. She's always got a big smile for
everybody."
If we had a "Humanitarian of The
Week" award to present, certainly this
weelcs award would go to Mrs. Moody.
How nice it is to know that we have
•'people like her in our community.
+±+
When Neva Grey Albritten was a
little girl, She used to play beneath a
mulberry tree in the back yard of her
home on Sycamore Street. She,like lots
of us did when we were little folks, also
had a swing fastened to one of its sturdy
limbs. That was several years ago.
Since then, houses have sprung up'
around the tree.
For years now, no little folk have
been around to play under it. None have
swung from its branches. R. D.
Langston, Neva Grey's father, has
owned the property at South 8th and
Sycamore since 1924. The tree was a
pretty good sized One when he moved

Ky 42071

Second floss Poitoge Paid at Murray.
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPT/ON RATES In areas served

by carriers 52 25 per month payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
ond to Benton, Nordin. Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky., and Parrs,
SuchanankdPut=year, Tenn., $15 00
per year.
mit to other destioetiorts,,
DOM par y•or_
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press Association ond Southern
Newspaper Publishers Associabon.

By Fn. Blasingarne. MD
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For a number of years, physicians have prescribed additional
estrogen for women who have
hot flashes and other symptoms
while going through the
menopause. Even km doses of
estrogen appear to have a tendency to increase uterine
cancer Apparently, taking
estrogen in cycles, omitting it at
intervak, has a favorable effect

The Murray City Council approved-a
motion for Murray Water and Sewer
System to observe National Waterworks Week Starting August 14. An
open house wilj he held by the local
water system.
Today's highlight in history:
Ray Brownfield, vice-president of the
On this date in 1941, President Peoples Bank of Murray, explained
the
Franklin Roosevelt and British Prime new concept of "Television Banking"
at
Minister Winston Churchill met at sea the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.,
to draft the Atlantic Charter.
Deaths reported include
tey
Catus Perdue, age 65, and MYW pha
On this dite:
Futrell, age 83.
In 1530, troops of the Holy Roman
Charles W. Byers, larf of Mr. and
Empire restored the Italian city of Mrs. Rex Byers, received his Master of
Florence to the Medici family.
Science in Eduoation degree from the
In 1851, Isaac Singer of Pittstown, University nf'Kentucky, Lexington,
on
N.Y., was granted a patent on his Augus9.--"
sewing machine.
Nevi-officers of the Murray Women's
In 1898, the peace protocol ending the Bowling Association are Mrs.
Vernon
Spanish-American War was signed- Riley, Mrs. Virginia Buchanan,
and
after hostilities lasting three months Mrs. Olin Moore.
and 22 days.
.In 1914, Britain declared war on
Austria-Hungary at thaadart of World
War I.
Prentice L. Lassiter has been named
In 1941, Frenck/darshal Henri Petain as Director of Pupil Personnel for the
called on his countrymen to give full City,, Schools by the Murray Board of
support teNazi Germany.
Education.
1959, token school integration
4
,
The Murray American Legion'
began in Little Rock, Ark., as six black lierseball Team left this morning for
students enrolled in a formerly all- Wilmington, N. C., to participate in the
white high school. ,
area eliminations. Murray will meet
Kingsport, Tenn„ on August 14.
Ten years ago: Three policemen
Mrs. C. C. Lowry and Mrs. Howard
were shot to death on a London street, Olila attended the leadership training
and Scotland Yard launched a vast conference of the Kentucky Congress of
manhunt.
Parents and Teachers held at the
Five years ago: Syria broke relations University of Kentucky, Lexington.
with Jordan after claiming that King Rev. 0. A. Marrs will be the speaker
at
Hussein's army attacked inside Syrian the First Methodist Church on Sunday
territory.
morning.
.
One year ago: The Satiate . L D. Wait=spoke etiP(
Frontietial
Intelligence Committee siMpoenaed Sharing" at the meeting of
Group I of
former President Richard Nixon's the First Christian Church CWF
held at
tapes and documents' for its in- the church.
vestigation of CIA involvement in Chile.

there.
The other night, though, the tree, now
old and rotted deep inside its three-footthick trunk, decided to just give it up
and lie down.
There wasn't a breeze stirring when
one half of its massive trunk suddenly
split to the ground. Half of the tree,
some 80 feet of it, crashed to the ground
between the homes of George Duboise
and Mrs. Lavoie Wyatt.
George and his wife, Lavoie, were
watching the late news on television.
Mrs. Wyatt was visiting some friends
after church and was not at home.
The whole house shook," George
said. "I 'thought we were having an
earthquake, although it was all over in
a few seconds. I went all through the
house and couldn't find anything out of
place. Then I went' outside with a
flashlight, first out front and then down
the north side. Still I found nothing out
of place. Then I went around on the
south side, and there was half 9f-The
tree on the ground.
"A skilled woodsman couldn't have
laid it down more cleanly between the
two houses than it fell," he went on.
'One limb did crack a window in Mrs':
Wyatt's hpuse. That was all the damage
it did. If it had fallen across either of the
houses, it could have caved them in or
damaged them extensively."
Seven windows of the Duboise hodie
were covered by the fallen branches,
but not a pane was broken.
Two days later, Thomas Russell of
Alma, Route 1, was on hand with his
chain saw, cutting up the old tree to
haul it away. Driving by a few days
later, I also noticed that the other half
had been cut down, sawed up and
carted away.
Before long, you would never know it
had been there unless you, like Neva
Grey, had played under it or swung
from it.

20 Years Ago

Today's
birthdays:
Mexican
comedian Cantinflas is 65 years old.
Actor John Derek is 50.
Thought for today: The older you get
the more you realize that kindness is
synonymous with happiness — actor
Lionel Barryrnore, 1878-1954.

Isn't It The Truth
Men differ in many respects
especially in their preference for
women; and Nature has been
cooperative, placing brunettes, blondes
and redheads here on earth solely for
thi. purpose of giving man a choice.

We Close Friday At 5, To Mark Down Prices. We Re-Open At 6
With Moonlight Sale Specials On Paint, Wallpaper. Carpet &
More. Super Savings In Every Department.

This day shall be unto you for a
memorial; and ye shall keep it a
Feast to the Lord throughout your
generations; ye shall keep it a feast
by an ordinance for ever. Exodus
12:1 4.
God has visited his people: Special days for remembering are important. Make good use of Sunday.

Estrogen Linked To Uterine Cancer
Leader. of the research team
at the University of Washin,gton
School of Medicine in Seattle,
Noel Weiss. MIL is quoted in the
Chicago Tribizie, "The important point is that it is unlikely the
disease is due to some characteristic of the women rather than
the medicine they are taking."
While atsolute proof is lacking, other statistical studies support the them y that estrogen, a
female hormone, is the cause of
the increase in uterine canner or
predisposes to its development.
(Xher drugs have also been
studied and showed no relation
to uterine cancer.

10 Years Ago

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 12, the 225th
day of 1976. There are 141 days left in
—theyear.

Bible Thought

I Let's ,Stay Well

Cancer of the body of the
uterus(womb) is (Xi Use increase
in the United Slates. It appears
to be due to the added female
hormone women are taking.
This form of cancer anses
from the lining tissue (endornetrium) of the uterus and is
not to be confused with cancer of
the cervix (neck) of the womb.
This latter uterrie cancer as the
one that can be diagnosed by the
Pap sneer.
A tumor in the body of the
uterus usually requires a minor
surgical procedure, a dilation
and curettage (D and a to obtain tesue for microscopic examination to make ari accurate
diagnosis
The rate of increase of cancer
of the body of the uterus has
been dramatic. One study reported an upstrge of 150 per
cent in middle-aged women between 1969 and 1973. An
authority notes that the magnitude of the increase has rarely
been paralleled in the history of
rawer reporting in this country.
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Friday,6'Til 10 PM And All Day Saturday

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murroy Ledger It Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays. July 4. Christmas Day. New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St Murray,

OPINION PAGE

Today In History

The Ghost' Who Brings
Flowers To The Hospital

.
uma
h.e
ly Spealun. g
iH
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

Editorials and opiruouaiell aracItS on tho Nutr are presented (or
the Purpose of provoluwa forum for the h-re exchare0 of differing
pifilono letters tai the editor in response to editorials, And
ptiltumoled
mate encouraged.
The •••iltur• of this neospaper str
. ongli belleVe that to Witt
pintottated artivies to krill% those otuit parrallel the
proiiiiik,pris of thin ne.spaper ...ad be a tills:WM u to Ole tratitTN
therefore cc urge readers oho donut agree Nail an CligrOf 1.1 t141Vit or
Iii, %de,. presented th an individual order in • column. di Tr....pwal
aith their feelings on the par-ti oiar osue being his, usi•cit

in making this hormone less carcinogenic.
While estrogen will probablycontinue to be used in treating
certain significant signs and
symptoms in older women, the
upswing in the incidence of
cancer of the body of the uterus
causes physicians to limit this
medication to fewer patients and
to prescribe it in a manner to try
to avoid increasing the hazard of
uterine cancer.
Q. Mrs. DR inquires whether
crib deaths have been decreasing in frequency in recent years
A The incidence of crib
deaths has dropped but rernatns
high, resulting in an estimated
10,000 deaths annually in the
United States. meetly in infants
under 12 months of age
The reduction in such deaths is
due to several factors which indude a drop in the overall birth
rate, greater use of contraceptives among young parents
(these have the highest risk
group of babies), and prevention

through education and counseling of parents. Research on this
complicated problem of crib
deaths continues to increase
Q Ms P.A wants to know why
her ragweed hay fever is so
much more worse some years
than others,
A, While your sensitivity may
vary slightly, the difference is
most likely due to the variation
in the pollen count. When it is
high, your symptoms are worse,
especially if it continues to be
high for several weeks
The pollen count depends
largely on rainfall, the wet years
producing bigger and more
numerous ragweed plants than*
dry years. prevailing winds may
also influence the pollen mint
If you suffer significantly and
cannot receive adequate rehsf
from antihistaminics, you should
discuss with your physician the
possibility of a desensitization
program of shots in the spring of
the year

BEAUTY LAST'
LATEX HOUSE PAINT
Durable, colorfast. Resists
chalking, blistering,
peeling. Reg. $11.93 Gal.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
These coatIngs are the
result of extensive
research and testing by
The Sherwin-Williams
Company We guarantee
your satisfaction in the
use of these products or
your purchase price
will be refunded-

STYLE PERFECT'
LATEX WALL-PAINT
Durable, washable,colorfast. Easy to apply, dries
quickly. Reg. $10.93 Gal.
(Accent colors priced higher)

.sAvE

PA T

5
/
0

CLOSEOUT

50 99qt. 5SAd°1
., -ON° 1
$199 $499
.

WALLCOVERINGS

gol•

Dented cans, discontinued
colors. etc. Tremendous
bargains on interior and
exterior paints. All sales final.
All merchandise as is

Select from our Style Perfect'
Regular, Fairview' Collection
and Fanfare Flock patterns.
Choose from over 300 styles
in many colors.

ON
HERITAGE 50
CARPETING

A lush Saxony Plush. 50
beautiful colors to choose
from. Padding and installation
not included in this special
sate price.

._

Sale Ends Augnst 14
WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
40-10"76 The Sherwin-

MURRAY
753-3321

IIROleme Company
it's so sass Is Shop II •
Illowals-VAINsoss Decorsens
Cistior_ANS ars, -Clumps is

SOUTHSIDE MANOR
SHOPPING CENTER
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Symphony Orchestra
State Regulation Development Takes Both Time And Talent
To Perform In Hic a

publishes it in
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The bureau. The commissioner mission which
ve Register.
Administrati
the
Secretary
to
on
it
state
a
sends
then
development of
attorney
the
that
time,"
"At
regulation can take time and Robert Bell, head of the endepartment
on,
Went
"the
for
department,
instant
first
vironmental
its
A rare treat for those who Pittsburgfi, the "Floating talent. From
may or may not schedule a
enjoy light symphonic music Center of the Arts" will turn as an idea through drawing his approval."
hearing. However, if
public
enfull
to
changes
and at the same time enjoy a -"around and head downstream board
The next stage in the growth someone requests a hearing
forcement regulation can last of a regulatioar,depends on the
mammoth outdoor spectacle to New Orleans.
30 days of publication
anywhere from three to-:-nature of the regulation. within
with their family-free-is
will
stop
)
(Ky
is not already
The Hickman
one
and
"Some regulations," said scheduled, the department is
coming to Hicicman,-Kentucky be the first southbound from several months.
the night of Tuesday, Sep- Cincinnati, as the giant perto
According
Gene. Attkisson, "such as those required to hold one,... The
tember 21st,
formance center and its ar- Attkisson, an attorney with concerning water, air and .purpose of the hearing is to
- - The,Xenowned American tistic assemblage voyage the general counsel office in.,. nuise,_ would __be sent by:• allow people to conunent„.71
WiacfSymphony orchestra, a tAirwnriver to New Orleans and the Kentucky Department for Secretary Bell to the either for, against, or for
,50-piece group, has announced thence toward the final per- Natural Resources and Environmental Quality modifying it — on the content
a one-night stop at Hickman formance in the Texaerregion Environmental
Protection, Commission." The com- of the regulation."
the night of September 21st. October 1st.
It's back to the drawing
the need for a regulation must mission is an advisory body
The orchestra will play a
Wind exist before it can ever reach that is statutorily authorised board for department officials
American
The
concert of light classical and Symphony orchestra, a long- the drawing board. That need, to make recommendations to following the hearing. They
popular music that evening time attraction in the Pitt- can originate in one of two the state environmental must write a formal answer to
from a stage on their sburg (Pa.) area, is directed ways: department officials agency for the adoption or all remarks made.. on the
specially-constructed, million- by, world-renowned Robert may decide that a regulation rejection of certain matters regulation at t1111- public
dollar "Fleeting Center of the Boudreau. 'The orchestra is needed to better direct a including regulations.
hearing, said Attkisson. Those
Arts", which will be moored at consists Of young professional program or the Kentucky
If the regulation is one that answers are drafted into a
the water's edge in the Hick- musicians selected from all General Assembly may the environmental com- statement of "affirmative
man harbor.
over the world who perform authorize a new regulation.
mission should review, con- consideration" in which the
must agree to
Unlimited seating for for, lend instruction to, and
Attkisson said that after the tinued Attkisson, it will make dpeartment
regulation actheir
the
serve
or
change
several thousand, on a first- graciously
for
ion
recommendat
a
need is determined, division
come-first-served basis, will audiences wherever they go. officials get together, and with against
proposed cording to the comments or
the
be available on the sloping In the past 15 years, the or- some assistance from the regulation to the en- justify why it's not changed.
Attkisson said that the
banks of the harbor, which chestra has been seen and legal section, write up a vironmental head. If the group
department then sends th..!
resembles a natural am- heard by two-thirds of the regulation to cover the needs recommends adoption oT
statement of "affirmative
pitheatre. Everyone within nation's population.
of a program. They then regulation, the department
the
to
delving distance of Hickman is
The 1976 Bicentennial tour formally
that can continue with the ap- consideration"
present
cordially invited to attend, of the nation's waterways is regulation with an explantion proval process. If the Legislative Research Comof
extension
an
just
is rejected, mission where it is forwarded
and up to 5,000 are expected.
of its development, why it is regulation
Administrative
the
The appearance at Hickman Boudreau's dream to bring needed and what its effect will Secretary Bell could still to
will be the orchestra's only music to the waterways of the be to their commissioner.
proceed with the regulation. Regulation Review SubsubThe
concert in this area, since the world. He calls his BicenHowever, he must explain the committee.
"Depending on which reasons for his action to the committee, which is cornsymphony performs only from tennial tour "a journey to
posed- of three members apits floating center. The enrich the spirit of all division is writing the group.
regulation," explained the
only other appearances Americans".
Attkisson explained that the pointed by the governor,
nearby will be at Paducah
The Hickman appearance of attorney, "that would be next stop on the proposed meets on the first Wednesday
31st, and at Helena, Arkansas the symphony and its floating either John Witt, com- regulation's route is the of every month and considers
following the Hickman per- arts center is being funded in missioner of the natural Legislative Research ,Coin- the proposed regulations or
formance.
part by a grant from the resources bureliu, or Dr.
comStanonis,
Bicentennial Frank
The epic 1976 Bicentennial Kentucky
of the entour of the American Wind Commission, with the balance missioner
Symphony orchestra and its being made up through vironmental protection
mammoth floating center solicitation of public-spirited
firms
and
began . in the eastern water- individuals
ways of the nation April 30th, throughout the Irma in the
moving progressively up the form of memberships to the
Ambassadors August 10,1976
eastern coast from Florida, "Waterways
through the Carolinas to Club". Membership in the Adults 130
Boston. From the eastern club ($100 couple, $50 single) Nursery 7
seaboard, the entourage has will entitle patrons to a special
traveled through the great roped-off reserved seat sec- NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
lakes, and thence to the tion at the concert, special
DISMISSALS
Mississippi. Following about parking, and a champagne
Marvin Taylor, 31$ Samuels
three weeks of appearances party following the concert.
St., Clinton, Charles McKiney,_
and
Ohio
the
along
Admission to the concert, of Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Velma
Monongahela up as far as course, is free to all.
Ross, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Persons wishing to become Aleshia Cunningham, Rt. 1,
members of the Ambassadors Murray, Mrs. Betty Clark, 308
MISS YOUR PAPER/
non-profit W. 13th St., Benton, Mrs.
(a
Club
organization) are asked to Mable Yearry, Rt. 5, Box 46A,
Stobscrthows who beve met
communicate with the Hick- Murray, Mrs. Tens Payne,211
received their berme•
delivered cagy ef The
man Chamber of Commerce College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
army Lorkyor S Thom by
or the Hickman Courier.
Carlene Harrunons and Baby
5:30 p.te. Mende,-friary or
Special daytime features Girl, Grand Rivers, Kenneth
by 3:30 p.m. on Settordeys
the day of the concert,at Hick- Owen, 1500 Oak Dr., Murray,
ore ',god to cell 753-1916
man, Fulton, Union City, Mrs. Debby McNutt, 1902
between 5:30 p.a.. end 6
Tiptonville and possibly other Sherry Lane, Murray, Miss
Moodoy-fridory, or
locations will be announced Lucy McWherter, 714 Poplar
3:30p.. old 4 p.m. Sew.
within the next few weeks.
St., Murray, Mrs. Wanda
dem te boson delivery ef
Bryant, 802 Sharp, Murray,
Hoe eewspeper. Celli meet
fur of a sea otter is so Miss Donna Penney, Rt. I,
The
be pieced by 6
weekfine and thick that the animal Box 16, Dexter, Danny
drys or 4 p.m. Saterdeys te
can swim for days without wet- Paschall, B-14 Fox Meadow
pilleintell ',livery.
ting its skin.
Tr., Park, Murray, Billie
Williams, 514 E. Sotth
Mayfield, Mrs. Rebecca
Williams, Rt. 1, Box 233A,
Correction
Alm°, Miss Barbara Tucker,
Godchaux Pure Cone
500 Olive St., Murray, W. E.
Hendley, Rt. 2, Huntington,
Tenn. Richard Smith, Rt. 5,
limit 1 - 5
in Wednesday's advertisement should have read
Box 2330, Murray, Mrs. Mabel
e
inconvenienc
any
for
sorry
are
We
price.
this
at
Bag
Lb.
Farmer, 1319 Poplar St.,
is has caused.
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Brown,
405 S. 2nd St., Murray, Buford
Parkers Food Market
Brown, Box 491, Murray, Mrs.
Downtown Shopping Getwr
Opal Mayfield, (expired), Rt.
7, Box 306, Murray.

the proposed amendments to
regulations of all the departments in state government.
-When reviewing the
statement," Attkisson added,
the subcommittee must raise
two questions in consideration
of any regulation. Members
Must answer "whether the
regulation conforms to the

statutory authority under
which it was promulgated and
if it carries out the legislative
intent of the statutory
authority under which it was
promulgated."
Attkisson said, "If the
subcommittee is satisfied that
the regulation answers the
questions, then they approve

the regulation. Their approval
makes a regulation effective
at the time it is approved and
filed. After the regulation
becomes effective, it is incorporated into a Legislative
Research Commission
publication called the Kentucky
Admiitistr-ativ-eRegulations Service.

RevivalLiberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
August 16th thru the 20th

Evangelist Jack Oglesby
Speciol Music Each Night by The

"Singing Oglesby's"
7:30 service begins
Church is located k's mile
off 94 on 1346

Everyone Welcome
efonsT-6+6.,• 6ot 1101

KARIM Of PPIPMCP.

Hospital Report

Sugar

tt:t.

•
The Pepsi-Cola quart
is a real quart.
32 refreshing ounces.
Some soft-drink companies sell their product in bottles
that look like quarts. But they're really only 26- or
28-ounce bottles: The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart...32
refreshing ounce's. So look carefully before you buy.
Then we think you'll be a Pepsi-Cola quart fan.

will buy!

•IN•stretiees blamed
To Meow leartifv1 Details

t4f:

OZO ••

4
f
r-)Me&i:

Money Back Bottle! You only buy the
Pepsi,not the bottle.
:I• 4

ROM PepsiCo INC PURCHAM 74.17•
1sOTT1 El)RY PADUCAH BOTT1114C CO ,PADUCAH,KY tiNDF.J4 APPOINTMThT 6*

•
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BEHIND THE SCENES-This is just a port of what all goes on during the double sessions of football practice at Murray High. The
players spend between four and five hours a day during the twin sessions, getting not in shape, but in better shape. The players
are divided into groups (linemen, running backs, defensive backs etc.) and each group goes through specialized drills. During the

latter part of the practice sessions, time is spent on learning offensive and defensive plays. HOP double sessions will continue
through nest Wednesday then a week from Friday, the Tigers will get their first taste of action when they play in the first annual
Murray State football Jamboree against Marshal County.
(Stott 71aotea lay Mike Itrorttlon)

(
j,.
2.11

Tigers Now Working Double Sessions
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger /L Times Sports Editor

What two words strike fear into every football player?
Off sides, 15-yarder, knee injury, weak line or none of the
above. The answer! None of the above.
Double sPssiptis,
[
aes
For about two weeks before summer football practice
gins, most players begin a crash exercise program to get
#.
. - shape for the double sessions.
The double sessions started Monday and so far, everyone
•
survived well at Murray High. The morning-evening
ssions, which last anywhere from a total of four to five
urs, will continue through nett Wednesday.
"The amount of conditioning you have to do is almost un-

ii

Bowling_ SOpdings
High lot Game(SC)
Thia-sday Morning League
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's Auto Repair
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t Smith's Poultry
Angles
593
..1
Pat Scott
High Team Gansis-WC.)
. . _..
High Averages
Corvette Lines
7t13
772 MarySmile
0wea Food Mkt.
'ef•Dee's Auto Repair
.766 Lois Smith
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1734 Pat Scott
: Smith's Poultry
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1660
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••
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1653 Jeanette WiII.wins
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• Smith's Poultry
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RADIAL
AR711- 13 Tubeless Whitewall

!

Was IV H
Wood Irta ear t7l Fill 111 1144

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
AT SIMILAR SAVINGS
P111C1 EXPRES SEPTUM 9 1976

CUT $3.50

210
263
110
244
237
229
547
509
499
649
621
611

believable," Murray High football coach John Hina said.
"From a spectator or participant standpoint, conditioning
isn't easy. But Kentucky weather has hot nights in September so for the safety of the players, we feel like they
should be conditioned," said Hina,in explaining the theory of
the double sessions.

You may need new shocks if your car...

Call Sears TODAY for Shocks to lit your car
Ptla MINS MYST 73, 1976
• Prot ma Cala* Prim •
SearS I

• Islittlity, lestallsi les

ION

Sears Catalog Sales Office
Phone 753-2310 Sodiside Stepping Cedar, Murray

Major League
Standings

SPORTS
(Mt

AYLEi ;ER

IM )

Horton's Homer Lifts
'The Bird' By Rangers

172
160
154
153
By HOWARD SMITH
150
AP Sports Writer
150
150
They had a party for Mark
149
145 Fidrych at Tiger Stadium and
144 Willi Horton was the guest of

hor,or.
Fidrych, the zany, mophaired rookie right-hander
with the live fastball, will tarn
22 Saturday and 36,523 fans
turned up Wednesday night to
help him celebrate. Horton
didn't get into the act until the
ninth inaing, but that was just
in time to belt a pinch-hit
borne run for a 4-3 Detroit
victory over the Texas
Rangers.
"When he hit that ball I
could ha/e kissed him," said
Tiger Manager Ralph Houk,
not usually the kissing type.
Fidrych gave Horton a bear
hug after he crossed the plate
as the fans roared.
"When he hit that I felt so
happy for him," said Fidrych.
"He needed that. He hadn't hit
a home run in a long time."
Tiger fans, whci haven't had
much to shout about in recent
years, chanted and cheered
long after the game ended
until Fidrych and Horton
returned from the clubhouse
to take a bow.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the New York
Yankees beat Kansas City 6-3,
California dumped Boston 6-0,
Minnesota blanked Baltimore
2-0, Cleveland got by Chicago
4-3 in 10 innings and Oakland
trimmed Milwaukee 8-5.

Approve Franchise

STEADYRIDER
SHOCKS

"We don't run them to death or beat them to death. All that
stuff was in the dark ages of football. Now, there's ice and
water breaks, which medical authorities say if we don't have,
it's idiotic.
"But back when I played high school football, you went out
and practiced three hours a day with no water and the

KANSAS CITY (API - The
City Council Finance and
Audit Committee Wednesday
recommended approval of an
agreement to bring a minor
league hockey team here.
The committee made the
recommendation
despite
claims by representatives of
the Kansas City Scouts'
organization who said the
National Hockey League
franchise might not be moved
to Denver or the San Diego
franchise of the World Hockey
Association might be brought
here.
The committee recommended hat the council approve an ordinance giving the
St. Louis Blues' NHL club a
one-year lease to allow one of
their farm clubs to appear at
Kemper Arena.

Fidrych, 13-4 with a leagueleading 1.97 earned run
average, has done more for
Tigers than
the
win
ballgames. In the last 10
games he's pitched 424,657
fans have come to the
ballpark. He hasn't appeared
before a crowd of less than
30,000 in that span.
Fidrych was not at his best
Wednesday night, surrendering runs in the second on a
pair of singles and a passed
ball, in the fourth on a homer
by Mike Hargrove and in the
seventh on a single by Gene_

single in the 10th inning won it
for Cleveland. Tommie Smith
drove in two runs with a
homer and a single, and Jim
Kern, 8-5, was the winner in
relief.
Twins 2, Orioles 0
Bill Singer snapped a
personal five-game losing
streak with a five-hitter for
Minnesota. Dan Ford knocked
in both Minnesota runs with a
single and a sacrifice fly.
A's 8,Brewers 5
Bert Camparterfs had four
hits, scored twice, drove in a
run and stole a base as
Oakland moved within 8'h
games of front-running
Kansas City in the AL West.
Don Baylor added a two-run
homer and Mike Torrez
evened his record at 10-10 for
the A's.

But the Tigers kept pace as
Rusty Staub knocked in a pair
of runs with a single and a
home run, and Alex Johnson
singled in another.
Yankees 5, Royals 3
Fred Stanley's two-run
triple highlighted a five-run
Alston Safe
first inning that carried New
. LDS ANGELES (AP) York to victory.Doyle_.
Valk- that the Los Angeles
Alexander, 7-8, won it with
Dodgers' six-game losing
relief help from Sparky Lyle
streak might lead to the firing
who picked up his 20th save.
of Manager Walter Alston has
Angels 2, Red Sox 0
no substance, says Dodgers
Left-hander Frank Tanana
Vice President Al Campanis.
stopped Boston on two hits Campanis was asked about
singles by Dwight Evans and
newspaper stories hinting that
Rick Burleson
to raise his
Alston might be fired. "We
record to 14-8. Tanana struck
have not even discussed it,"
out 10 batters and walked just
said Campanis, who added he
one as the Angels vacated the
was aware of some of the
cellar in the AL West.
stories.
Indians 4, White Sox 3
"Newspaper statements
Rick Manning's run-scoring
have been made before," he
said, but added that Alston
Acquire Player
remains on a one-year conPITTSBURGH (API - The tract. Alston has had nothing
Pittsburgh Penguins, have ,but one-year contracts dating
acquired veteran National back to 1954.
Hockey League defenseman
The Dodgers broke their
Don Awrey from the Montreal losing streak Tuesday night,
Canadiens.
beating Pittsburgh 5-1.
In announcing the deal
Wednesday,the Penguins said •
they gave Montreal an undisclosed amount of cash,
their third-round draft choice
in 1978 and unspecified future
consideration.
TENNIS
INDIANAPOIJS -NO, 1
seed Jimmy Connors moved
into the second round of the'
$157,000 U.S. Open Clay Court
Championship when Colin
Dibley of Australia withcir,a4
because ofjeg cramps with
Connors leading 6-4, 6-7, 3-0 In
women's play, top-seeded
Lesley Hunt of" Australia
eased into the fourth round
with a 6-3, 6-0,victory over
Barbara Jordan.

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W
L
Pct.
GB
74 37 .667 Phila
Pi- 's
60 52 .536 14' 2
New York
59 56 .5)3 17
Chicago
52 63 .452 24
47 63 .427 26 2
S. Louis
40 68 .370 321 2
Mon - real
West ,i- _
Cincinnati
74 40 .649
Los Anci
61 52 .540 12'_i
Flouvon
58 59 .496 171 2
San Diego 55 61
.474 20
A larva
52 62 .456 22
49 68 .419 261 2
San Fran
Wednesday's Results
Cincinna - i 13, Chicago 10, 10
innings
Philadelphia 4, Aolan,a 1
Los Angeles 2, Pi' sburgh 0
New York 2, San Diego 1
Monireal 9, San Francisco 3
Hous,on 8, 5. LOuiS 1
Thursday's Games
San Diego (Sawyer 2-0) a
New York (Seaver 9-7)
Cincinna,i (Alcala 10-3) a,
Chicago (S'one 3-4)
Alan a (LaCor,e 0-61 a'
Philadelphia (Lonborg 12-7),
(n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Los Angeles a , Chicago
San Diego a• Mon,real, 2,
1-n).
S. Louis a A•lan ,a, (n)
Cincinna,i a- New York, (n)
San
Francisco a•
Philadelphia, (n)
Pi••sburgn a Flous'on, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W
L
Pct. GB
New York 66
.600
Bal'imore
56 53 .514 91/2
Cleveland
54 56 .491 12
De•roi
54 58 .482 13
Boson
52 57 .477 131/2
Milwkee
47 ISO .439 171/2
West
Kan Ci y
68 44 .607
Oakland
60 53 .531
13,1
Minneso a
56 56
500 12
Texas
54 57 .486 13' 2
California
50 64 .439 19
Chicago
48 63 .432 191'2
Wednesday's Results
Minneso a 2, Bal,imore 0
Cleveland 4, Chicago 3, 10 in.
flings
De- rOi‘ 4, Texas 3
.NewY9rk.5 Kansas_Citir
California 6, Boson 0
Oakland 8, Milwaukee 5
Thursday's Games
Texas (Unbarger 7-9) a Cleveland (Dobson 11-11), (n)
New York (Homer 12-12) a
Minneso-a (Redfern 3-7), In)
Boson (Tian 1110) ir Cali
fornia (Ryan 9-131, (n)
Mililvaukee (Augus•ine 4-81 a
Oakland (Mi-chell 8-5), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago a Bal,imore, (n)
Texas a Cleveland, (n)
De roi,is, Kansas City, (n)
New York a Minneso.a, (n)
-Itolilwaukee a California, (n)
Bus•on a Oakland, (n)

GOLF
PRINCE ALBERT,Sask.Carole Semple of Sewickley,
Pa., shot a two-under-par 71 to
take a one-stroke lead over
Debbie Massey of Bethlehem,
Pa., in the Canadian Women's
Amateur Golf Championship.

medical authorities thought that was the proper way.
"But all of that has changed now due to increased
knowledge of football injuries. We even walk our kids after
we are finished with practice in the afternoon.
"I suppose if someone came by they would think we were
all crazy. But really, it's sort of like walking horses around
after a race.
"Basically, it helps the body to return to normal and it
gives the body a chance to cool itself off quicker."
Each day, besidekthe drills, there is more football.
Each day, the players learn more ottefisAT -Plays, more
defeiisive plays and work on the timing of all those areas.
"Once we get through with double sessions, I feel we are
very close to being ready to play a game," Hine said.
"It's sort of like a camp around here now. It's quite a cram
session, both physically and mentally, for the kids. But it's
also a time when we begin to finalize certain offensive and
defensive postions too."
Presently, there are 50 players left on the squad plus the
four managers, Larry Watkins, Matt Bartholomy, Jon
Alexander and George Bell,
The Tigers will have 18 lettermen returning from last year.
The team is made up of 24 seniors, 13 juniors and 13
sophomores.
So after today, only four more days of double sessions
remain. And then, just a week from Friday, the Tigers will
get their first shot at showing what they can do.
They will be playing in the first annual Murray State footbal jamboree against Marshall County. And then, on September 3 at 8 p. m.in Holland Stadium, Murray High will host
Reidland.
All of the sweat, the pain and the bruises will be forgotten.
And so will the double sessions.

Airplane Rides ,
fora

_./e".\
r."

$
2
°° Bill \
Did you miss your plane ride during our penny-apound special? Well now's your chance again.

Get a Plane Ride...
Friday Afternoon, Saturday
& Sunday
Aug. 13-14-15
A 'lit only ti $200 Bill

Come out It Enjoy the fun

Thorobred Flying
Service, Inc.
Murray-Calloway County Airport

489-2721

489-2414

For more Information call Bill Fuller
or Johnny Parker

iv-4.4-4e *woe

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance-Bonds-Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-6434

•

,

•••••
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Former He Must Prove She's
A She Before Entering Open
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Open
tournament
U.S.
committee volleyed the
volatile problem, using a hot
potato instead of a ball. A
spokeamao for—the women
players tried to quiet the
tennis racket by discussing
genetics. And as the sun set
over the puzzled sport Wednesday, it seemed no progress
had been made on the matter
of a male transsexual trying to
play professionally with — or
against — female tennis

id
it

re

re

;'s

he

011

ir.
13

CIS
rill

otepost

en.

players.
ch3ILlige all the women's
The tournament committee entrants at Forest Hills,
the'
adjourned Wednesday without they'll
have
all
deciding to accept the ap- chromosome test. If they don't
of Dr. Renee pass,they won't play, either."
plication
Richards — who as a Male
Meanwhile, Dr. Richards
was known as Dr. Richard claimed in a statement
for the women's• released IftriStigh World
Raskin&
competition at Forest Hills Tennis magazine that she now
next month. All it would say is recognized as a woman "in
through a spokesman is that theeyes of the law."
"all entrants will be advised
She is recognized, also, as a
by Aug. 20as to whether or not very good tennis player. "I
they've been accepted to knew Dr. Richard Raskind as
compete in the tournament." a brilliant surgeon, an
Dr. Richards already has outstanding tennis player and
been accepted to compete — a terrific sportsman," said
as a woman — in the South Gene Scott. As Dr. Richards
N.J., Tennis Week last month, the 41-year-old
Orange,
CORRECTION
starts Aug. 21. Renee beat the 21-year-old top
which
Open
In the story regarding the
's director, seed Robin Harris to win a
tournament
That
baseball
League
Little
that he has women's singles title at the La
said
Scott,
Gene
tournament at Hopkins.vOle,
al Jolla tennis tournament.
the information in Wed- received "a gynecologic
a
is
she
that
affirmation
Whether she will be allowed
nesday's Murray Ledger SE
woman."
to try at Forest Hills will be
Times was incorrect.
That affirmation was not settled by Aug. 20.
Instead of turning right at
in sufficient for the Women's
Burger Queen
the
n. WTA
.Old Tiger
Hopkinsville, go on -past the Tennis Associatio
Jerry
Director
Executive
Burger Queen and turn left at
BATON ROUGE, La. ( AP)
Diamond said Wednesday that — Mike III, the Bengal tiger
the first stop light.
is for
The baseball parks are "women's tennis
mascot of the Louisiana State
can pass the
located at Huff Park, near women. If she
football team since 1958, is in
Community IOC (International Olympic the animal hospital today.
Hopkinsville
Committee ) test that she is
College.
The problem is simply that,
genetically a woman,then she in human terms, Mike HI is
can play women's tennis."
Bowling
over 100 years old.
It appeared, however, that
year of a wild
"Each
Standings
the 6-foot-2 Dr. Richards animal's life is the equivalent
would not pass such a test. of seven for a human," said
Team
34
14
All Stars
physicians we've talked
"The
Bivin,
31.P4 174,2
W. Sheldon
Dr.
Spares
29
19
to say that a man has greater associate director of the LSU
•Losers.
23
25
Lane Stara
strength than a woman," School
Veterinary
"ef
29
20
explained Diamond. "If you Medicine. "Mike is an old
31
17
Lucky Strikes
and
man
have a 6-foot genetic
34
14
Winners
animal, since he will be 19 on
a 6-foot genetic woman, the
Ash Ind. Game(SC).
101
Mark McLemore
is stronger than the
181 man
Mike's problems 'Include a
Kevin Barrett
173 woman. What they do to
Verenda Mathis
e bone condition in
degenerativ
ffigh bid. Game(HC)
is irrelevant."
218 themselves
spine and jaws.
his
Varied& Mathis
Richard
though
And
214
Kayla Barrett
194
MWklIclAmani
Raskind is now Renee
(9C)
Series
Jad.
if*
Richards, chromosomes
491
Mark Melemare
459 remain her genetit fingerVereada Mathis
431
Mark licCtdston
prints. Doctors say the test
High kid. Series(HC)
594
Verenda Mathis
will show Dr. Richards to be a
557
Mark McCuiston
man, despite appearance to
531
Trevor Mathis
High Averages
the contrary.
179
Mark McLemore
"It's not a matter of
153
Ronnie Harrison
=HO dilcrimination,"
Roger Simons ...........
said - WASHINGTON f
140
Keith Wallace
"If she can Leading- money winner Ben
140 Diamond.
Donnie Harrison
139 genetically prove it (her Crenshaw refuses to take
Tammy Hutson
137
Terry Rule
womanhood), we won't argue. seriously the prediction of
137
Paul Jones
138 If Renee Richards wants to many observers that he is the
'Garin Barrett
136

SPORTS
Giants Edge Past Jets
In Battle Of New York

Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson was ready to throw
in the towel when his team fell
nine runs behind the Cubs, but

second baseman Joe
. Bonham couldn't stand the
Morgan knew better.
prosperity.
When the wind is howling at
Phils 4, Braves 1
Chicago's Wrigley Field, as it
Philadelphia snapped a 1-1
was Wednesday, no lead is
Reds

Annual Oaks Tourney
Set For This Weekend

Site Set

Oaks Invitational is held. So in Steve Golliher.
The tourney will be preaddition to eight happy golfers
by minimax cards or
flighted
each
in
prizes
win
who will
n on one's
verificatio
by
flight, there should be, if
club pro or
tradition holds, some happy handicap by their
president.
club
farmers.
There will be over $2,000 in
Defending champion Kem
merchandise certificates
golf
last
Allbritton, who fired a 145
awarded in the tourney.
be
to
year for the title, will be on
tee off times will be the
The
in
crown
his
hand to defend
both days for golfers.
same
the championship flight. Also
reserved and the
playing will be Nicky Ryan, Tees will be
championship
the
in
eight
top
who stole the show with a 68 on
pakred at 1 and
the final day last year to win flight will be
1:10 p.m. Sunday.
the first flight.
A dance will be held from
Wally Young, a previous
p.m. until midnight
8:90
66
a
fired
once
who
champion
at the old Moose Lodge
Friday
for the course record, will be
on 18th Street. The
entered as will other top building
feature the Comwill
dance
golfers from the area inBand.
cluding Jerry Caldwell, Roy monwealth
the dance
attending
Couples
Lynn
Cothran, Russ Cochran,
five
charged
be
will
Saturday
Sullivan, Kevin D'Angelo and
dollars if the men are not.
playing in the tournament.
Pairings and tee off times
are as follows:

SALE

All Women's Sale

Shoes $59°
Friday, August 13

Men's Sale

Shoes $8°°
Table of Buster Browns

$700
(Great for Bock to School)

BURNETT'S
Square
ES
SHO
U.

record to 10-1.

.1t means you run a big chance
Mets 2, Padres 1
of being blocked. After last
Mike Vail drove in both
Giants' defensive tackle, year we worked long and hard
Mets runs with a first-inning
raced onto the field and 'to tighten up coordination safe.
Lie with a pair of runs in the double and Jon Matlack and
jumped high in the air, giving between the line and myself. "In the second inning, when fifth, thanks ko two throwing Skip Lockwood made them
gratifying."
the victory sign over and over, Th
errors by Atlanta third stand up by combining on a
we trailed 9-0, I told Morgan to
For bt,Giants, the victory
as a salute to George Hunt's
baseman Jerry Royster.
seven-hitter. Matlack got his
mark one in the right-hand
booster, and
third field goal, which had just wa a mo
The Phillies now lead the 12th victory and Lockwood his
column — the loss column —
record
beaten the New York Jets 16- they raised
Pittsburgh 13th save.
second-place
for us," said Anderson.
ason
against the Jets in
14 Wednesday night.
Pirates in the NL East race by
Expos 9, Giants 3
"There was no way we were
Hunt's game winner came play since 1969 to 5-2-1.
142 gams — their widest
Tim Foli belted a two-run
going to win this game.
from 34 yards out with a mere split two regular-seas
double to key a six-run out,.,_"But Joe told me I was out
16 seconds left on the clock — games, with the Jets winning orts,y Mihd — when you play
burst in•the sixth inning which
and it meant nothing in the the last one, in 1974, in over- in Wrigley Field, you always CONSISTENT GOLFERS
broke. the game open for
4
DULUTH, Ga. ( AP) — The
standings of the National time.
Montreal. Larry Parrish, Del
have a shot!:
the
in
golfers
consistent
most
Football League. But to
the Cubs 76th annual U.S. Golf Associ- Unser and Wbodie Fryman
The Reds,
The serious nature of the
Mendenhall and the Giants, it contest was shown by the fact 9-0 and 10-1 in the
ly going, ation Open championship at the had run-scoring singles and
was bragging rights for the that Arnsparger and Jets came back with
best Atlantic Athletic Club this Gary Carter, who homered
entire season.
spring were former champion earlier, drove in a run with a
'Coach Lou Holtz left their shot. Two runs in the sixth
"We proved we are better regulars in most of the.game. Tony Perez homer. Four more
nold Palmer and Carlton triple in the big inning.
than them," said John. "This Only Joe Nemeth (10 of 24 and in the seventh — three on a WFhteof Washington, N.J. Both
Astros 8,Cards 1
team is going to be all right 116 yards) and Craig Morton homer by Johnny Bench. One shot 7five over par, for the
12-10,
Dierker,
Larry
this year and beating the Jets (19 of 32 and 211 yards) in the eighth on an RBI single four-day titent. However, they scattered nine hits for
ce. Each won Houston,' Which scored three
tied for 50th
is still a big thing."
by Bench. The gap was down
worked at quarterback.
4$1,090.
"Both teams played well,"
more
had to 10-8.
the Jets
After
n was runs in the third and four
Best golfer in the
said Giants Coach Bill Arn- seemingly scored the winning
Howard's
Wilbur
sixth.
the
in
Then, in the ninth, Ken Jerry Pate, the first-ye
22sparger. ''New York may TD, with just 2:12 left via a Griffey cracked his sixth
runscoring triple was the key
year-old pro. In winning the
have two goad teams this seven-yard Nemeth pass to homer of the year,a dramatic, test with a three-under par 277, ow in the third and Ken
year."
ell's two-run double
rookie running back Lou two-out, two-run shot that Pate was the only golfe
Hunt, who had missed Giarnmona, the Giants roared brought the Reds even.
&the seventh.
break par in three rounds
hi lig
repeatedly in 1975 on field goal back to win the game.Starting
By the 10th, though the score the 7,015-yard course He shot
and extra point attempts, on their own 29, they reached was tied, the outcome was 71-69-69-68 for his 277.
Two weeks previous, Pate
redeemed himself, with three striking distance for Hunt.
virtually assured, Three Reds
lost the Philadelphia Classic by
for four, hitting on shots from
Cub
of
pair
a
Jets
by
the
aided
had-driven
runs,
Nemeth
23, 37 and 34 yards, and 61 yards in 12 plays to set up errors, capped the comeback. one stroke with bogeys on the
final two holes.
which
missing on a 32-yarder
Elsewhere in the National
the score, 'with Ed 'Mariner°
hit the right upright.
doing most of the work. The League, the Los Angeles
We timed things tonight. I ex-Minnesota running back Dodgers blanked the PittRUTH OR STENGEL
'WM 01 MEM
got my kicks off in 1.3 seconds. got95 yards in 18 carries.
NEW YORK ( AP) — Early
Pirates 2-0, the
sburgh
Most
baseball's
in
When they take as long as 1.4,
Philadelphia Phillies beat the returns

Jesse Darnell

SAN DIEGO ( AP ) — The
University of San Diego will
host the 1977 National
Athletic
Collegiate
Association Division II Tennis
Championships,the NCAA has
announced.
The tournament, set for
May 18-22, will be the first
national event to be staged at
the University of San Diego.

Steve Swisher drove in four margin of the season.
Dodgers 2, Pirates 0
runs with a single and a pair of
triples — one in a seven-run
Ron Cey belted his 18th
second inning that featured homer of the year to back the
eight consecutive hits — as, five-hit pitching- of Rick
Chicago built a 10-Tlead.
Rhoden, who struck out four
But Cubs starter Bill and walked three in raising his

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK (API' — John
Mendenhall, the New York

Service
For You

Braves 4-1, the
Montreal Expos outscored the
San Francisco Giants 9-3, the
Atlanta

Crenshaw Doesn't Expect To
Win PGA Golf Championship

A small but outstanding
field of golfers will be on hand
Saturday and Sunday for the
annual Oaks Invitational Golf
Tournament.
The tournament is usually
long awaited by not only
golfers but by farmers.
For some strange reason, it
seems to rain every time the

1

Reds Come From Nine
Down To Defeat Cubs

ItIt tl 1 11)1.Elt

man to beat in the 58th PGA
Golf Championship, starting
today.
"If I won, I would feel like I
stole it," the young Texan said
bluntly.
As he prepared to tee off
against 139 professional
rivals, the 24,year-old tour
fledgling found himself
confronted with all sorts of
pressures — topping the
year's money list with
$213,201, hailed as the future
super star and headlined in
Washington papers as the pretournament favorite.
"A lot of people are getting
ready for me to go out and win
a major tournament," he said.
"The way I'm hitting the ball
and the way the other guys are
hitting the ball, I don't deserve
it.

Mahaffey, who has seen the
last two U.S. Opens slip from
his grasp; long-hitting Tom
Weiskopf; Tom Watson, and
comebacker Lee Trevino.

Crenshaw played his final
practice round with two other
of the most formidable young
lions — Jerry Pate and George
Burns III — and the
recognized king of the game,
Jack Nicklaus, winner of 16
major crowns.
Out of the tough Texas
proving ground that produced
such fairway greats as Ben
Hogan, Byron Nelson, Jimmy
Demaret and Lee Trevino and
eut from the same bolt of
has
Crenshaw
cloth,
measured up to all expectations except one — he
has not yet won a major
championship.
No. 13•• Tee
9:00-Mike Baker, Dale Nance, Terry
Off to a strong start, he has
Lovett.
Turner,Gary
this into one of his
9:10-Tirnklitiller. Joe Rexroat, turned
Richard Knight, Clyde Adkirui.
finest years. He won the
9:20 - Steve Seltzer, Dave Bradford,
Lee Stewak Sonny Gibeon.
9:31)-James Lassiter, Jigg,s Lassiter.
Graves Morels, Billy Thurman.
12:00 - Bill Seale, Bob Berry, Ron
Canon. 11:10 - Billy Templeton. Jae Barney,
Kenny Underwood,Jimmy Emerson.
12.29- Al Lindsay, Jerry Jones, John
Pritchard, Ralph McCuiston.
12:30 - Roy Cothran, Don Cothran.
Carl Ford, Mike Hagen.
12:40-Jerry Caldwell, Greg Howard,
Jimmy Lamb,J. P. Parker.
12:50 - Wally Young, Chip Sloan,
Rum Cochran, Lynn Sullivan.
1:00 - Kem Albritton. Greg Glover,
Robert Koonce, Kevin D'Angelo.
1.10 - Waldo Golliher, Steve Golliher.
John Golliher, Ed Hough
1:20 - Ike Arnold, Larry Mullins.
Dwight Mills, Jerry Hillycord.
1.30 - Dave Gallager, Joe Bolin, Purdom 14vett. Bill Roberts.
Mi. Tim Two
9:00 - Tommy McNutt, Bill Bogard,
Richard Smith, Homer Branch.
910- Andy Westhoff, Phil Hunt, Jun
Holloway, Randy Dotson.
9,20 - Stan Hargrove, Richard Edmonds, Charlie Hargrove, Doug
Willoughby
9:36- Bert Coleman. Edwin Coleman,
Brad Brawner,Don Wray
12:10 - Billy D. Crouse, Ted Lawson,
Vernon Cohoon, Rob Miller
1220 - Joe Duke, Rob Bradley,
Macon Hutchens, Rollie Jackson
12:30 - Nicky Ryan, Bob Dunn, Mitch
Story, GretStory.
I Ham, Ted Kinsey, Jerry
12.48 Austin, Joe Warren.
Darnell,0. H. Hutson,
Wayne
1250 Timmy Hamlin, Charles Hamlin.
1:00 -- Jerry Stephenson. Marcus
' Alexander, Billy Forms,James Stewart
1:10 - Roden Parks, E. E. Burkeen,
Bill Fuller, Malcolm Ray.
1:30-Jimmy Peek,Steve Shaw, Max
Walker,Charles Caldwell.
1:30 - Isom Vernier, Gary Witham,
Max Williams, MA Jackson.

Crosby

and

Hawaii

tour-

consecutive
weekends, finished second in
the Masteiii as well as
naments

on

and
Valley
Westchester and tied for
eighth in the U.S. Open at
Atlanta.
He has finished in the top 10
in 12 of 23 starts, his total prize
money of $213,201 exceeding
that of second place Hubert
Green by almost $25,000.
Nicklaus, with only one
tournameni victory, has won
$152,019.
The scene of the 58th PGA is
an arduous, demanding test

Pleasant'

measuring 7,054 yards and
playing a par-70. It was on this

cou:se that Ken Venturi,
in suffocating heat
and gulping pills to keep him
upright, won the U.S. Open in
1964 with a score of 278.
Most of the pros figure that

playing

a similar score could win here
this weekend.
In addition to Nicklaus and
Crenshaw, advance favorites
include Jerry Pate, 22-yearold rookie who won both the

Opens this
John
hard-luck

U.S. and Canadian

year;

&cit.*

p
,•0
'41.0

New York Mets edged the San
Diego Padres 2-1 and the
Houston Astros defeated the
St. Louis Cardinals 8-1.
"With the wind blowing out
in Wrigley Field. _it's such a
hitters' paradise that I'd
really rather be behind than
have a big lead," said
Anderson, who got his wish as

Life Health
Home Car
, Farm
Business

Memorable Moments poll seem
to indicate that the Most Memorable Personality will be a
tossup between Babe Ruth and

Casey Stengel.
Both have been imitated but
never duplicated, according to
some baseball experts. Ruth is
generally credited with building
Yankee Stadium, And Casey is
the man who won five straight
American League pennants and
World Series as Yankee Man-

Ronnie Ross
210E.Main
Phone 753-0489

oSer-

k_try#, -49r-wisiv

ri A'

Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810

Specializing In

Steak & Seafood
Special Friday Only
Fresh

Shrimp
From
Gulf
Coast

495

Plate

(includes Salad Bar)

SERVING
HOURS:
Sun.-Thursday
5:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
5:00 a.m. til
11:00 p.m.

For Your Dining Pleasure
Live Entertainment

Scotty Bell
Sings S. Plays The Groan

Every Fri. & Sat. Night
from 7 to 11
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Center Utilizing New
Childbirth Technique
against you."
Dr. John L. Duhring,
professor in the department of
obstetrics and gynecology,
was responsible for importing
the LaMaze table to UK.
It is widely used in France,
but only one other American
hospital, in Manchester,
Conn., has such a table.
Duhring said the conventional delivery . table is
"designed for physician
convenience."
The LaMaze table is
designed as an extension of
the LaMaze birth technique, in
which the woman and her
husband are trained to actively participate.
"The birth process is being
custom-tailored and individualized for the care of
patient needs," Duhring said.
We no longer fit the patient
into a preconceived mold."
Mrs. Curtis, past president
of the Lexington Association
for Parent Education and now
head of its labor coaching
division, said the conventional
delivery table was designed in
the 1800s, for use with a
gaseous anesthesia.
The idea was to keep the
woman flat and strapped to
the table," she said "even
though delivery techniques
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — have changed dramatically
Kimberly Roxby 'Woodfield, since then, the table itself
Ohio, spends her days hasn't changed in all those
recuperating
from
an years."
Mrs. Curtis said medical
automobile accident that
claimed her mother's life by studies have shown that
snacking on her favorite treat, delivery is generally faster for
banana
popsicles. And a woman resting on one of the
because of several persons modern tables.
She and other mothers who
who heard of her plight, she'll
have enough popsicles to keep have given birth on the
her happy throughout her LaMaze table also said it was
very comfortable.
recuperation.
Helen Kieger described it as
Popsicles began arriving by
the dozen after newspaper "natural."
"I was very conifortable
accounts of the fatal wreck in
Morehead, Ky., mentioned and I could see better," she
that Kimberly had asked for a said.
All of the women inpopsicle, but officials_
terviewed described that as a
Morehead couldn't find one.
By mid-week, Kimberly had big plus— the ability to ob"received six dozen of the serve what was going on.
Carolyn Kenton said she froztktreats, and more were
reportedly on their way to the needed less time for rest and
St. Clair Medical Center here. recuperation after delivery on
Jim Sanford manager of the modern table.
She said many women are
Lexington's Gracie' aid Ice
Cream
store, TIIea,day given spinal anesthetics just
delivered four dozen popsicles, prior to delivery, which
and a dozen banana bornb-'re. quires them to lie flat for 12
hong after the birth of the
pops.
Trooper Terry Peake, who child.
She believ,es many women
investigated the fatal accident
and has since become a would be bett6-off without the
regular visitor to the girl's anesthetic, sayingi.,"by the
bedside, said that he rtEeived time you get to delrery,
a call from an Elizaberhtovrn you've &one through moSt.of
women who "runs an ice the effort—you might as well
cream factory there." She go full circle."
Although she thinks the
volunteereed "several crates
of banana popsicles," Peake modern table is "fantastic,"
she said it would just be
said.
Helen Foust of Lexington another piece of equipment
sent a banana popsicle recipe without the support of Dr.
which Peake's wife is using to Duhring and the hospital staff.
She said the conventional
stockpile a supply for the
atttitude has been for the
child.
A hospital spokesman said physician to 'extract the
that the girl now has enough baby from its mother. She
popsicles for the remainder of disagrees with that concept.
her expected 12-week stay, "The baby has been a part
and suggests that other of you for nine months, and
concerned people "send cards when it's 'extracted,' it
doesn't cease to be a part of
to her.
you," she said.

!ladle Ihae

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When a woman gives birth at
the University of Kentucky
— — Medical Canter, she doesn't
have to takexit lying down —
literally. Instead, she can give
birth from a sitting position.
The university hospital is
one of just two in the nation
that use LaMaze tables from
France in the delivery room.
A woman sits on the
delivery table, much as if she
Were on a chaise lounge,
except that here feet are
elevated.
It allows a mother to work
with gravity, instead of
against it, in pushing the baby
out.
Nancy Curtis, who has given
birth on both a conventional
delivery table, and the
LaMaze table, describes
women on the former as
looking like a "dying
cockroach," flat on their
backs with their feet in the dir.
But she said the LaMaze
table "works with you, not

Popsicles
Arrive For
Injured Girl

Sears
oci-523

for FAST
emergency
water heater
replacement
JUST DIAL

753-1310
Sears-aathotized installation
also available

ISears sesdarlse,c(cl icog7

frolusile ShoppiiiCsoter

ACK TO
SCHOOL
CB BARGAIN'AUDIO BARGAINS! CAR TAPE BARGAINS! AND MORE! PLUS SELECTED REGULAR

SAVE-450

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -A temporary restraining
order enjoining workers from
striking at the Lexington Civic
Center is to remain in effect
for 10 days, Fayette Circuit
Court Judge James Park Jr.
has ruled.
The restraining order was
issued Saturday by Park at
the request of the general
contractors for the civic
center project, who contended
the strike violated provisions
of contracts with construction
unions.
About 200 members of 10
building trade unions staged a
work stoppage to protest
employment of nonunion
workers on an outside job at
the center.
Both sides had come to an
understanding in the dispute
Tuesday, and most workers
were back on the job Wednesday.
"We're satisfied the union
has made a good faith effort to
return to work," said Charles
Curry, an attorney for the
contractors.
A spokesman for the
Lexington Center Corp. said
that despite the work
slowdown, plans have not
changed to hold the formal
opening Oct. 7. Some retail
shops in the center mall are
expected to open next month.
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UNPRECEDENTED CB RADIO
PRICE SLASH!!
SUN
ON TV

AS

( MN=

REALISTIC " HIGH FIDELITY
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER AT A WHOPPING DISCOUNT!
Our STA-84 delivers 25 watts per channel. minimum
RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz with no more than
0.7% total ha.monic distortton If this is Greek to you, • its 4400-quality audio elsewhere' Includes these Radio
Shack exclusives Auto-Magic® FM tuning, Glide-Path®
Volume/balance controls, loudness. muling,.phono and
tape inputs, including monitor, signal strength meter,
color-changing dial pointer/stereo indicator Genuine
walnut veneer case—real furniture quality, not fake! U.L.
listed. There s only one place you can find it. • .
Radio Shack

Reg. 299.95

95
31-2062

Was $109.95 in our
1976 Catalog!

You saw II on TV at $99 95, but now RPrlio
Shack cuts another $10 off during this
sale event at participating outlets! It's our
famous Realistic Mini-23, not a no-name
radio, so HURRY, Full 23-channel mobile
rig for cars, trucks. RVS, boats Positive
or negative ground Automatic noise -

95

limiter Full RF power, FCC type
accepted Very compact 14 x5 v. x74:

21-188

ifAVE EVEN MORE ON A COMPLETE HI-Fl SYSTEM WITH ABOVE RECOVER-N

STA-84 SYSTEM I

STA-84 SYSTEM II

SAVE $10080
Price.

50%

Regular Separate Items
Price
479.80

Regular Separate Items_
579.80

59

REALISTIC R
SUPER SMALL" CAR STEREO 8-TRACK PLAYER
• Realistic STA-84 AM-FM
ereo Receiver with Auto Magic FM Tuning
• Two Realistic MC-1000 Walnut Veneer
Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Reahstic LAB-14 Changer with
Diamond-Stylus Magnetic Cartridge

Realistic STA-84 AM-FM Sterito ROCatiddid"C .
with Auto Magic FM Tuning
• Two Realistic Optimus-111 Walnut
Veneer Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-50 Changer with Base.
Dust Cover. $19.95 Cartridge

tlas
RD
OUR FINEST a-TRACK
Reg
149 95

1

12-1802

REALISTIC ACCESSORIES GIVE YOU MORE FOR LESS!
- ,
CAR SPEAKERS

SAVE s5

SAVE 90
MOBILE STEREO
SYSTEM CABINET

39933-1003

Reg.
49.95

Reg 2995

39 95

SCULPTURED FOAM

Radaa SbaCk 4.10ies, Oter
Vecb, talant /bay a/s0 be
/Vs a, your flea'.
ava/Lable
by Mee

DIGITRON-DISPLAY
MEMORY
CALCULATOR

95

SAVE $10
COMPACT

HOME_ ALARM
SE C.U
-144,T Y
SYSTEM

PORTABLE
CASSETTE

14-819

SAVE $5

SAVE
12%

1495
12-1843 12-1844

PAIR

9-DRAWER CABINET

SAVE UP TO 33%
ON TELEPHONE HARDWARE
Reg 99c PLUG
129
279 366

Reg 019C
149
'
dr

279 367

Reg.
39.95

PAIR

12-1851

3495

32-1019

SAVE
s10
warlars*
DELUXE COMPACT
CAR FM STEREO RADIO

8-TR. TAPE
CARRY CASE

95

59

Holds 24 Tapes'

Reg. 9.95 666
44-660

12-1368

SUPERTAPE SPECIAL
PRICES SLASHED UP TO 20% ON OUR OWN FAMOUS
RADIO SHACK FACTORY-MADE BLANK TAPE!
VII•346.1.-;14.41,

Reg
3 99

22-207

JACK

995

DUAL-CONE
FLUSH OR
SURFACE MOUNT

REALISTIC
CAR OR BOAT
10 WATT P.A. AMPLIFIER

95

95--

Reg 1395
15.95
43-230

"MINI"
FLUSH MOUNT

Reg.
69.95

RECORDER

4495
No connections required Just place
phone on cabinet and talk'

40-1946

COMPLETE

MICRONTA>
100 K VOM
28 RANGE
MULTITESTER
Reg 49.95

TWO-WAY
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

495

Reg
69.95 59275-484

65 616

SAVE 12%

Reg 595

SPEAKER GRILLE
.Modernize Any Speaker!
• Velcro Strip Fastener!

SAVE 90

SAVE s5

43-3007

SAVE 16%

,,z
kese two cee0// beds sic
nored m parbc/babeg

....;,

§
1

95

42-2947

REALISTIC'S
BEST STEREO
HEADPHONES

Al Radio Shack

Reg. 59.95

89
.
5

SAVE s10

MAE IT

•

CHANGER!

Reg
99 95

995
t4925

.. and you can

All the features for great stereo -pund in
car, truck or boat: automatic or pushbutton
program change with indicator lights; sliding
volume, tone, balance controls permit precise
adjustment for individual listening preference
x41. x6%'' Includes speaker cables.
hardware For any 12 VDC negativu ground
O
venhly
i"
cle.

SAVE SAVE $10
REALISTIC
$10
BELT-DRIVE
RECORD/PLAY DECK

Reg 24 95

Restraining Order
Stops Strike Plan

•

349

64-2039

SAVE 23%

8-TRACK
90 MINUTE CARTRIDGE
90 MINUTE
C-90 CASSETTE

269
44-843

2.99 239
Beg44-616

60 MINUTE
C-60 CASSETTE

Reg
249

99
I

MINUTE
C-45 CASSETTE

45

PILLOW
SPEAKER
Reg
2 59

3.29
Peg.

1199

33-206

Reg
209

44-615

169

mm. 1!":
4
3
. •; ;

44-617

a

VOTE "NO" TO INFLATION, RADIO SHACK'S 1976 PRICES ON AVERAGE ARE WITHIN 1% OF RADIO SHACK'S
LOW 1975 PRICES!

Radio
Mae*
01EALEP

12th Street Ed.
Phone 753-7100

g A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

Olympic Plaza

STORE HOURS:
10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday

Most items oMso avaaapie
at Radio Shack Diealers.
Look for this sign
in your ne4hborhood.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Army Still Searching For 225 Who Were Given LSD

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
any negative after-effects long-term damage to
those
AP Military Writer
from the Army experiments, who were given LSD.
WASHINGTON (AP) — conducted between 1955 and
"We had lots of information
More than a year after the 1967.
on short-term effects of LSD,
hunt began, the Array- says it
A total- of 516 subiects have but thera----4--aa-body --et
,still .
is trying to locate 225 been found, but pfficials said
experience on long-term efformer military personnel the trails of many have been
fects," one doctor said.
who were given LSD in tests hard to follow beceuse of the,
Among other things, the
dating back at least nine lapse of time since they left
Army will try to study some
years.
the service.
The purpose of the search is
Meanwhile, Army doctors other persons of roughly the
to determine whether the test said they finally have same age and military
background as the LSD exsubjects, who did not know developed a battery
of
they were receiving the mind- psychological and medical periment subjects to differentiate between typical
altering drug, have suffered tests for gauging
possible
health problems resulting
from passage pf years and
INeOnel0By
those problems stemming
Crossword Puzzler Answer 10Puzzle
ACROSS
from LSD usage.
being
T10251
UOM
OMB
59 Bart s home
1 Tree trunk
BOOM OUR MOO
60 Apportion
Forty-two former subjects
5 Alight
ZOOG BOMMOSNO
9 Army of tne
in
the [SD experiments have
DOWN
=OR
United
BM 00E03
1 Preposition
States
30E11 M30
Beginnin
2
g
labbr
9BM amm ORM
Cave,'
12 Ireland
0310003 COMBM3
4 Printers
13 Century
measure
B3M3 aoma 036
plant
mt Prefix three 5 Tibetan
IMO
priests
15 Wooden pin
P000
0 33 0303
6 Wing-footed
16 Among
3=03030 00013
7 Bow
17 Force on8 Prefix down
2113R mmm moo
ward
9 Room in old 12 dB= OMM OTOO
18 King of
Roman
Bash an
19 Break suddenly
20 Sign of
zodiac
21 Disturbance
23 Slave
25 Emmet
26 Boredom
28 Facts
30 Symbol for
tantalum
31 Icelandic
writing
33 Mans
nickname
35 Bone
37 Shout
39Parts in play
42 Cheer
44 Appellation
of Athena
46 River in
*Africa
47 Coral island
49 Part dl
church
51 Negative
prefix
52 Roman
tyrant
53 Cry of Bacchanals
54 High card
55 Army officer
tabbr
56 Above
57 Twirl
58 Abstract

house
to Pressing
11 Afternoon
nap
16 Article
17 Chaldean
city
19 Pon der
20 Later
22 Number
24 Knock

27 Perfect
29 Make
amends
32 Everyone
34 Man s name
35 Fruit
36 Glossy
fabric
38 Departs
40 Draw out
41 Calm
43 Musical in -

Second Viking Probe Begins
Hunt For Safe Landing Site

Struments
45 To the left
48 Behold'
50 Compass
point
53 Woman's
name
54 Simian
56 Preposition
57 Symbol for
samarium

By RICHARD SALTUS
AP Science Writer
PASADENA, Calif. ( AP) —
The second Viking probe has
begun its hunt for a safe place
to touch down in a region of
Mars that appears more
hazardous, but more interesting, than Viking l's
landing place.
,
From its orbit around Mars,
Viking 2's cameras are
searching for a smooth site in
the planet' northern latitudes.
Scientists hope the environment there might be
more suitable for the
existence of Martian life
forms.
Ninty-six photographs were
taken Wednesday, but they
were mainly for calibrating
and focusing the twin
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DOES IT BOTHER <X)
THAT THE BOLE OOESN'T
SPEAK vetv HIGHLY

SURE, IT BOTHERS ME..

y

141101.:5-A
THECLOGICAL
QUESTION
FOR &QV.

completed
prelimin
subjects have refused to be
medical checks at Walter examined for possible after
Reed Army Medical Center effects,,the Army said.
here.
The Air Force has taken
Army dititteirS
Fd -llie Over the task- of eaaftliftilit68
results of these examinations of its former personnel who
are being analyzed and that no were involved in the Army
conclusions have yet been experiments.
The Army began looking for
reached on whether any of
them have suffered lingering the 741 former military pereffects from the LSD ex- sonnel in July 1975 after
acknowledging publicly for
periments.
the first time that it had given
An additional 219 have them LSD.
^
agreed
to
undergo
Army officials defended the
examinations and 143 others experiments as a necessa
ry
either are undecided or have part of a study of a variety
of
not yet replied to Army offers. chemicals and drugs
that
Nineteen others have died might pose potential problems
since leaving the service.
for the Army and the civilian
Only 35 of the LSD test population.

cameras.
Viking 2 ,is in an orbit that
will bring it over different
spots each day for phototaking. This way it will be able
to look at the three widely
separated search areas daring
August.
A heat-sensing instrument is
also being used in the site
search because the roughness
of terrain can be reckoned
from a pattern of temperature
changes on the surface.
Some of the potential landing areas have been
photographed. Generally they
appeared cratered and
cracked, and even the
smoother locations haveprotrusions that on, scientist
called "measles."
None of the potential Ian-
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ding areas for Viking 2 look as
safe as the Viking 1 landing
area. After the Viking 1 lander
had safely touched down, the
area was found to be strewn
with boulders that could have
wrecked the craft.
Meanwhile, researchers at
Viking mission headquarters
here reported Wednesday on
some photos taken by Viking
l's mother ship, still in orbit
about the planet. They said the
photos are considered the first
clear evidence of Martian
ground fog.
Dr. William Baum said the
photos showed that water held
in Martian soil, perhaps as
permafrost,-is given -off into
the atmosphere in the early
morning and hangs as fog.
The importance of this
process is biological. Some
scientists think Martian
organisms could have learned
to use the very tiny amounts of
water available near the
surface %r life. They have
speculated that the organisms
could pump the water vapor
from the air or that the
melting permafrost might
exist temporarily as water on
the surface.
By LOUISE COOK
In any case, the amount of
manufacturing canning lids as mayonnaise jars.
Associa
ted Press Writer
water would be incredibly
has increased, meanwhile,
—Do not use overripe food
Government officials,
although a recent study and do not pack the jars too
slight. At its wettest, Mars is
manufacturers and conshowed that some of the new full.
drier than the driest deserts
sumers alike are keeping their
on earth.
-a-reties are less efficient
—Do not use canned foods
tha.1 the old standards.
Viking l's life-search fingers crossed and hoping
showing any signs of spoilage.
that
there won't be another
experiment had no new finThe USDA has several If the food smells funny, looks
dings to report Wednesday, shortage ot canning lids this suggestions for avoiding moldy or has some other
but the mechanical arm that year. So far, however, no one
problems with home canning. unusual characteristic, throw
had jammed in the middle ef is willing to predict what will
Among them:
it out. Don't taste it.
—Use jars made especially
acquiring a soil sample laSt happen.
—Boil
home
canned
Previou
sshorta
ges,
caused for home canning
week was conunandeJ to
. Do not try vegetables for at least 10
lack
by
materia
of
failure
ls,
a
to substitute containers such minutes before serving.
dump its load into a hopper of
manufacturers to anticipate
the lander's automated of
the demand and hoarding by
laboratory.
I. legal Notice
1 Legdi Notice .
some Americans, prompted
An important organic
investigations by Congress
analysis of Martian soil was to
and the Federal Trade
be carried out today by the
Commission.
74-931
robot laboratory, with results
None of the probes turned up
Invitation To Rid
due by Saturday.
any evidence of wrongdoing
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board,
on the part of the industry.
Murray, Kentucky, will receive bids from
Neither did they provide any
General Contractors for the construction of
clues an how to stop the
major additions to the existing hospital on the
problem from recurring.
ninth day of September 1976, in the board room
The U.S. Department of
at 2:00 p. m., CDST, at which time the bids will
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP( — Agriculture says manufacbe publicly opened and read aloud.
Negotiations to end a 34-day- turers-are expected to turn out
The project consists of about 73,000 square feet
old strike by the United Paper more than four billion
of new construction as well as substantial
Workers International Union replacement Lids this year.
remodeling of the existing building.
local 1776 against Kerns Bill Kerr of the Kerr Glass Co.
Proposal forms, contract documents, inBakery have adjourned of Los Angeles, a major
cluding plans and specifications are on file at the
manufacturer, said he did not
without a settlement.
office of Gresham & Kerr, John Keeling
Kerns negotiator Joe know whether four billion
Associates, 126 South Second Street, P. 0. Box
Lawson said the last meeting would beenough.
1251, Paducah, Kentucky 42001, telephone (502)
was Tuesday. He said no
"I'd have to ilk you what
442-5439; and at the office of Biagi-Hannan &
further
meetings
are the demand will be," he said,
Associates, 7221 Broadway, P. 0. Box 1349,
noting that no one anticipated
scheduled.
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. telephone (5021 443Major undecided issues the sharp jump in the number
M91; and at the office of Ted F. Billington, Strucremaining include a union of people who started growing
tural Engineer, l203-Johnson Avenue, P. O. Box
shop, higher wages and em- their own fruits and
422, Murray, Kentucky 42071, telephone 15021
vegetables to try to beat inploye benefits, Lawson said.
753-8050.
Tuesday's meeting, con- flation and later turned to
Copies may be obtained by depositing $100.00
store their
ducted by federal mediator home canning
with the Architect for each set so obtained. Full
Herbert Fetty of Louisville, produce.
refund when documents are returned in good
(Note: Canning jars are
was the second session betcondition to the Architect within ten 101 days afween the company"and union reusable; lids aren't. Each
ter bid opening. Documents are available on 12
new jar comes with a lid and
representatives.
August 1976 and are on file at the following plans
About 145 bakery employes there were claims that
rooms:
were
walked off their jobs last manufacturers
Associated General Contractors
withholding
month. Another 250 workers deliberately
Paducah, Kentucky
replacement lids so that home
are not involved in the strike.
Builders Exchange
Union demands include a 40- canners would have to buy the
Louisville. Kentucky
cent miniraum per hour jars even if they didn't need
Nashville Contractors Asso.
increase for all jobs, in ad- them. The claims were never
Nashville, Tennessee
dition to insurance and health proved.)
Dodge/Scan
The crunch — if there is one
benefits and pension and
Nashville, Tennessee
—
will
come
later in the
retirement plans.
Evansville, Indiana
summer when people actually
St. Louis, Missouri
start canning. The advance
Lexington, Kentucky
situation varies from state to
Memphis,Tennessee
state.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder
Bevel* d and Printed
"We anticipate no shoror acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
tage," said a spokesman for
per cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
the Pennsylvania Department
each proposal. The successful bidder will be
of Agriculture, itervieweci
12 Exposure Roll...
required to furnish and pay for satisfactory perearly in the summer.
formance and payment bond. Attention is called
Only$2
"
In contrast, a spokesman for
to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
the California Department of
20 Exposure Roll_
and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
Consumer Affairs said he had
must be paid on this project.
Only $339
surveyed stores and found.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
Sides & Movies
"There's definitely a shorreserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
Super 8, Std. 8, ds 39
tage. Not as bad as last year,
waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid
20 Exp.
only P
but definitely a shortage."
shall be withdrawn for a period of forty-five (45,)
Several faetors may ease
days subsequent to the opening of bids without
Flweiri
the problem. Inflation has
consent of the Owner.
abated and peopletave found
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
that it is not always cheaper to
Stuart Poston, Administrator
grow
and
can
your
own food.
III So 12111
753-0035
8-9-78
The number of companies

Bakery Strike
Still Continues

E
CLUB

6IA

VXITA, Kan.(API — An Wichita describ
ed Soles as
e hailof sniper bullets friendly and
personable.
from the top floor of a Holiday chunky
, red-haired young
Inn raked shoppers and
man who helped one man fix
workers in Wichita's down- his
car and was a babysitter
town area, killing two persons
for the children of the minister
and wounding seven.
with whom he was staytng.
The gunfire on Wednesday
The minister, the Rev.
from the top of the tallest
Timothy Hutton, would not
building in Kansas ended
talk with reporters.
when five police officers fired
Scores of police converged
a volley of shots through a
Bro. Jay Lockhart of Sugar wall,
wounding a 19-year-old on the Holiday Inn within
Land, Texas, formerly of man
minutes of the first shooting
armed with two rifles.
Murray, will be the speaker
The man, identified as report at 2:54 p.m. Wedat the gospel meeting to be Michael Soles
of Sand Springs, nesday. Shots were already
raining down on the street as
held at the Dexter Church Okla., was under guard at
a
of Christ starting Monday, hospital. He was reported in police opened fife. Bullets
August 16, and continuing fair condition with leg wounds spattered buildings and
.
through Friday, August 20. Charges were expected to be streets during a het drizzle.
Services will be at 7:30 each filed today.
-1 must have heard 30 or 35
evening. Bro. Jim Hurt will
Victims of what witnesses shots," said Dan Bachmann,
direct the song service, and Said was apparently random an attorney in a neighboring
firing from the 26th floor of the building. -Then I saw him
invites the public to attendHoliday Inn Plaza included (the gunman i throw down
workmen and office workers, what appeared to be two
Muhlenberg Teachers
shoppers, teen-agers Waiting rifles. The next thing I saw up
to buy tickets to a rock concert there were two or three police
Threaten To Strike
and a news photographer who
GREENVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
Among the seven wounded
The Muhlenberg County had rushed to the scene.
Dead were Joe Goulart,56, a was Mark Falen, 23, a batik
Board of Education is
free-lance photographer killed loan officer, who was in
scheduled to meet Friday
when a bullet smashed critical condition with a neck
amid the threat of a teachers
through the windshield of his wound he received while
.strike.
car less than a block from the walking to his office.
Muhlenberg
County hotel; and
Elmer W. Hensley,
In serious condition were
Education Association
57, a glass company worker, Arnold Merritt, 51, another
President Sandra Snodgrass
who died after he was struck glass worker who wai hit in
said she hopes the board will
in
the back by a bullet as he the chest and knee,and Denise
"take some positive action" to
avert a strike before schools stood on the roof of an ad- Guseman, 16, of Derby, Kan.,
joining building.
who was hit in the neck.
open here in two weeks.
One of the seven persons
Penny Guseman, 17, sister
The teachers group voted
wounded was in critical of Denise, was treated and
July 28 not to continue
condition and two were listed released after receiving
working without a contract.
as in serious condition.
superficial wounds on her
Mrs. Snodgrass said 175 of the
Soles
was
right
describ
arm and left leg. Also
ed
by
204 teachers in the association
voted for the strike if a con- relatives in Oklahoma as a released were Janice Good"deeply religious boy" who win, 14, Chris Hoy, 24, and
tract settlement was not
had no history of trouble. A Larry Ade, 25, of Augusta,
reached.
welder by trade, he had gone Kan.
She said efforts at reaching
to Wichita sevenal months ago
At least two other persons
a settlement have been
seeking work,they said.
were injured by flying glass,
"unproductive."
Friends and neighbors in during the shooting.

No Predictions Being Made On Canning Lid Shortage
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Sniper Kills Two Before
Being Wounded By Police
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I HAD
CANCER
AND
I LIVED.

ITU WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
[EDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS401.tOWS

Gene littler
•Hawardar
checkup.Itcan save
your life.

American
Cancer Society.
THe PLAIISMR

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society.
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

32. Apartments For Rent

2. Bollix

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail . Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 75311046 and 753-19 I 7

amain 10011 NOW 10 SW!It - Apply
quick-drying
Feerit take hold
to check itch, burning in MINUTES.
In 3 to 5 days, infected skin sloughs
off. Watch HEALTHY skin replace
U not delighted IN ONE HOUR,
your 790 back at any druk counter
NOW al NAM brew
FOR ALL YOUR Artex
Hobby products ant
lessons. Call Jerry
Jones 474-2357.

PART TIME $100 week
showing safety film at
night. Must be presently
employed, over.
21, and
have transportation.
For interview call 7535986, extension 119,
Friday, August 13, 1 to 6
p.m.
PADUCAH
SUN
DEMOCRAT is looking
for carrier in HaZel,
Farmington area. Good
second income. Transportation allowance. If
interested please contact
Circulation
Department,
502-4431771.

Help
Wonted

Sandy
Coleman
-

Twirling
Acadmey
Fall
Registration
Aug. 16, 24 PM,
American Legless:Per
information call 713-

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by
3 p. m. the day before
publication.

•
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Horbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.
NEED TO FILL 3
vacancies in 10 man
fishing
sea
deep
charter. Leaving
Murray Sunday 15,
Friday 20.
return
Approximate cost $200
each. Call or see Fred
Gardner at Murray Bait
Co.

Lyndia
Cothran
Dance
Studio
Announces
Registration Thursday, August 19th
2 00-6 00

Phone
753-4647
Your need is our concern.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.
TODENER'S DAY CARE CENTER

Open 5 p. in. to 1 a. in.
Saturday only, for babysitling service.
753-4481

Waitress
Dishwasher
Apply is Person
Ii

Rudy's
Restaurant
9. Situations Wanted

1GOURMET
COOK
looking fir positions in
residence or business.
Can
cook
Italian,
Bohemmian, French,
German and Cantonese.
6 Help Wanted
For information call 436PART TIME demon2262.
strators needed to show
13. Fre sale Or Trade
toys and tilts biome
party
plan
till
WILL TRADE large 22'
December. Earn estra
chest type freezer for
Christmas money. Work
small chest type freezer.
your own hours. Free
Call 753-3676.
training and supplies.
No investment. Sharon
14 Want To Buy
Hamilton, Route 2,
Kevil, Ky. 462-3684.
LADIES
WHITE
Uniforms sizes 9. Call
WAITRESS, full time,
753-6921 after 5 PM.
apply
in
perosn.
Gallimore Restaurant, TABLE SAW, Hide-a-bed
Hazel, Ky. Call 4924785
and large American
Flag. Call 753-6163.
A
DAY SHIFT-car hops
learn to skate and get MODEL 402 corn header
for Case combine. Call
paid for it. Call 753-7876.
492-8644.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs person M-F over GOOD USED MINE-bike.
40 for exclusive inCall 753-3696.
dustrial sales territroy.
No relocation. We are an
APPROXIMATELY
25
expanding AAA-I firm
acre farm with livable
established since 1933.
house, barns. Good soil,
We offer full finge
trees, fresh water
benefits.
Liberal
source preferred.
commissions with opMaximum 10 miles from
portunity
for
adMurray. Reply Box T.
vancement. For perMurray.
sonal interview write a
letter and tell me about
FEATHERBEDS WANTyourself. D.R. Hastings,
ED, duck and goose.
Sales Manager, SouthHighest prices ever.
western Petroleum, Box
Write Box 199, St.
789,Ftt Worth, Tex. 76101
Charles, Kentucky
E.aE.
42453. Give location. Will
call.
45.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
15 Articles For Sale
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPAISE, Box 21679,
APPROXIMATELY 600
Denver, Co. 80221.
comic books for sale
$100. Old and new. Call
753-0946.
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
TREAT RUGS right,
Work at home - no exthey'll be a delight if
perience necessary with Blue
cleaned
excellent pay. Write
Lustre. Rent electric
American Service, 6950
shampooer. Western
Wayzata Blvd., Suite
Auto, home of "Wishing
132, Minneapolis, MN.
Well Gift Sliop".
55426.

AUCTION SALE
LABOR DAT WEEKEND
1502 Dudley Drive, corner of Meadow Lone in Murray
To settle the estate of the late Trellis and Dorothy
McKell
OPEN NOW
Sunday August 29th, 2 until 4 p m Sole September
4th and 6th House and lot Furniture, gloss. chino antiques, tools, almost new car Watch for detail listing
For information coil

Chester and Millar Auction Snryice
435-4128 Or 435-4144 Lynn Grove
Owen 8iilIngto. Brokor Sponsor 753-4751

4Mg,
(ING# SOIL
n-TT-1E"( REPAIRED THE VIV,
VIGGER
MAR9 ANT) I CANT GET
A 'TOASTER REPAIRED DirOwN HERE."

15. Articles For Sale
STOVE,
REFRIGERATOR,
hide-a-bed couch, and
table with chairs, 2
years old. Good condition. Call 753-1363 after
5 p.m.
BACK HOME in original
West Ky.
location
Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah. Opening
special Health Mattress
regular 89.50, 48.50.
Twin size - 48.50, full
58.50. Call 1-443-7323.

Cooks

8884

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore,
Murray,
Kentucky.

SALES-COLLEGE
representative, man or
woman for Murray
area. Excellent opportunity for recent
college
grad
with
National Company. All
company benefits, income should exceed 5
figure intibme, bonuses
3600 during first 24
of
months. F,or interview
opportunity
send
resume to Jim Hurt, P.
0. Box 15522, Nashville,
Tn. 37215.

BLACK VINYL couch
and chair, couch makes
queen size bed. Call 7536594.
COAL Call or write
Edward Ipock, 812
Given
Street,
Providence,Ky. 42450,
667-5950.
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
Company.

BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
WOODEN desk that has
been antique
. Call
753-8200.
TOMATO JUICERS, no
peeling, no coring, no
Pre-cooking. Separates
juice from pulp, seed
and peeling. Also works
for apples. Does a
bushel in minutes.
Wallin Hardware,Paris,
Tenn.
GIBSON FROST free
refrigerator, $75. Two
12,000 BTU air conditoioners, one 15,000
BTU, one 16,000 BTU
and one 17,000 BTU.
Garden tiller, $35. Call
753-0762.
FOR SALE Twin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 5279959.
SEARS AIR compressor
pressure
and
car
washer. Call 753-6970
days,753-9787 nights.
MAGIC FINGERS pea
shelter, shells a bushel
of peas in 30 minutes.
$10.88. Wallin Hardware,Paris, Tenn.
16 Home Furnishings

16 Home Furnishings
LIKE NEW green couch,
$75. White provincial
bedroom suite, $150.
Pair of maple end
tables,$35. Call 753-6406.
SOFA SLEEPER, excellent condition. Burnt
orange,
ideal
recreation room.' Call
436-2285.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
• -day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
IR Cpwing Machines
SINGER
SEWING
MACHINE zig zag and
all regular attachments,
fully guaranteed, full
cash price. $29.50. Write
or call Martha Hopper,
Route 5, Benton, Ky. 3548619.
19. Farm Equipment
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.
AGRI-PRODUCTS
is
your grain handling
headquarters. We
feature the Miracle
Span building that holds
grain, grain bins, grain
cleaners, Super Bee
dryers, and gooseneck
trailers. Call 753-2958 or
489-2237.
B ALLIS CHALMERS.
Good
condition.
Hydraulic lift. Plow and
disc. Call 435-4421.
INTERNATIONAL silage
cutter. Excellent condition. Call 753-4195.

YEAR
ONE
OLD
Westinghouse, side by
side, refrigerator,
freezer, trimmed in
dark brown wood grain.
One 1973 Westinghouse
stove, both in excellent
condition, old jenny lind
bed springs and mattress. One solid oak
vanity dresser with
matching chest of
drawers, very old. Call
753-3555 after 4 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday
only.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-4444865,
Paducah,Ky.

ONE YEAR OLD mini
dryer. Gold. Call 753/1629 after 2:013:

1978 BOMBER BASS boat
with 65 h.p. Mercury.
Fully equipped. Call 7532316 after 4 p.m.

38" x SO" GREY metal
vinyl top desk.$75. Call
753-2269 after 4 p.m.
ELECTRIC RANGE and
refrigerator, older
models but still in
service. Both for $75.
Call 753-3202 evenings.
PAIR OF MATCHING
SWIVEL rockers. One
red and black swivel
rocker. Good condition.
$35.00 each or $100 for
all. Call 753-8284.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21
/
2 miles North of
Murray. on 641 has
Armstrong
vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 7534566. We deliver.

20 Sports Equipment
NEW 15' round swimming
pool. Three feet deep
with filter system. $150.
Call 489-2198 after 4 p.m.
15' GLASTRON ski boat
in excellent
Call 7534647.

50 LB. Kodiak magnum
bow'recurved 52". Like
new condition. $55.00.
Call 753-9536.

p1NET PIANO: May be
seen in your area.
Reliable persons interested
small
in
balance
and
low
par-dents may write to
Richardson Music
Company, Poplar Bluff,
MO.
23. Exterminating
SNAILS
SLUGGS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelly
and Pest
Termite
Control,753-3914.
24 Miscellaneous
REX'S WORM FARM.
Red worms, canadian
nite crawlers. Highway
732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.

CUSTOM

MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
a11
Heltopedie or foam,
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

26 TV Radio
FOR SALE 23 channel
Craig
with
CB
modulation meter, PA
system, signet kicker
antenna. All for $155.
Brand new. Call 7538216.
T. V. RCA color console,
23", 5 years old, $150. C.
B. Demco Star base
radio. Tube type, like
new, $175. Johnson C. B.
323-A mobile with tuner
plug two mike, $160. Call
753-9845 Friday and
Saturday only.
HAM RADIO GEAR.
Drake 2B Rec. with 2 AQ
speakers and Q-rnilti.
Hallicrafter HT 37 Amcw-ssb
xmitter.
HallicrafteT
,
HT41 linear
amp. Ant. relay, Comp.
station.
Excellent
condition. $500.00 for all.
Jim Diggs, 642-9200,
Paris, Tenn.
21.Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8726.
1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished
washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 7536275 or 753-7302.
Four
1971 12 x 64
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
central air, utility pole,
tie downs and partially
furnished. Call 436-2549
or 436-2383.
1963 18 x 55 plus 10 x 10
extension.
Three
bedroom, fully carpeted, regular size
washer and dryer, air
condition. At Shady
Oaks. Call 753-8478.
12 x 45 BEL MEADE. All
electric, 2 bedroom, I
bath, central heat. $2600.
Turn right at Duncans
Market just off of 94
East, about 5 miles
down.
33 Rooms For Rent

a H. P. JOHNSON 14'
Mirro-Craft aluminum
boat, trailer, trolling
motor and depth finder,
excellent fishing or
'hunting rig. Call 753'4978.
15' RUNABOUT Seeking
35 h. p. motor, tilt
trailer, excellent condition. $650.00. Phone
753-51519r6534621.
??.
OLD UPRIGHT piano.
Good condition. Call 4747744

FOR BOYS: private room
with kitchen facilities.
Call 436-5479.
32 Apartments Far Rent
FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom apartment.
Call 753-€.524.
LARGE APARTMENTperfect for 3 or 4 people,.
1 block from campus at
1611 Miller. $140 per
month. Also 1 small
house for couple or
single Orson, $90.00
month. Call 436-2224.

EFFICIENCY
apartment, prefer girls,
partial utilities paid,
available August 15. Call
753-9741.
THREE ROOM apartment, unfurr.ished.
Water, lights and phone.
Retired elderly people.
$3.5.00 month. Call 7536173 mornings.

I

fee loot
Ifficiakry egartauets tot
autogo Orli. Mae 15351011 et 753-5145

34 Houses For Rent

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
in country. Newly
decorated with new
carpets and electric
heat. Call 753-39/2.
TWO BEDROOM, family
only. References. Lease.
$125 per month. Call 7532594.
FURNISHED HOME TO
a single woman teacher
for the school year. Call
436-5479.
371livestock

Supplies,.

REGISTERED
QUARTER horse mare.
Three years old. Call
753-9911.
ENGLISH SADDLE $40
or trade for Western.
Call 753-4669 ask for
Buel.
EIGHT FEEDER
Call 436-2149.

pigs.

ONE WESTERN SADDLE, one Western
Pleasure show saddle,
one English Equitation
saddle, one fleece lined
Merino blanket hood,
one saddle horse and one
Western Pleasure mare.
Call 753-7613.
38 Pets

Sunpli.,,

VALLEY
HIDDEN
Keruiers offers for sale, 3
month old male Great
Dane, cropped and
shots. $150. Grooming
and boarding. Call 4354481.
ST. BERNARD pups, AKC registered and wormed. $75.00 and up.
Eight weeks old. Call 1247-3398.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
ARS, 950.00 up. Gleason
Tennessee,901-648-5424.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
40 Produce

11 Public .54!

41. Public Selo
YARD SALE, South 4th.
Across from Morris
Refrigeration place. The
sale starts at 8:00
Wednesday-ThrusdayFriday. Three days of it.
YARD SALE, Thursday
Saturday.
through
Miscellaneous. 1701
Ryan.
YARD SALE. Cne,rry
Road off 121
Corner
South, Friday and
Saturday.
YARD SALEt household,
antiques,
Avon,
clothing, much more.
Seven miles South on
641, tarn left at Yard
Sale sign. Starts Wednesday
through
Saturday.
THREE PARTY yard
sale. Friday, Saturday,
August 13, 14, 8-5.
Handcrafts painted
sand, plants, odds and
ends, clothes, junk. Held
inside. 901 Johnny
Robertson Road.
YARD SALE: Friday and
Saturday. 13 and 14 of
August. 9 till ? Hardin
around corner from
Black's Grocery.

GARAGE SALE, August
14 and 15. Old bedroom
suite, childrens clothes,
all sizes, lots of odds and
ends. 737 Sycamore.
YARD SALE Monday
through Friday, 207
Poplar.
YARD SALE, clothes,
furnittire, 'antiques
August 12 and II 404 N
17th,8 to 5.
THREE PARTY CAR705
Sale.
PORT
Sycamore. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
1,2 PRICE SALE Bargain
Barn, 13th and Main. 8-4
p.m. All shorts, culottes,
swimsuits,
skirts,
purses, 50 cents or less.
Bar-B-Que grill, 2 chest
of drawers also.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 7 a.m.-7 p.m..
Down Highway 121
toward New Concord,
turn left on 280 and
follow signs.

=NM

THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home on six
acres. Five aciss of
good tillable crop land.
Completely fenced with
woven
wire and new
YARD SALE - Saturday
treated- posts__ Large
Morning at 7:30 through
outdoor storage building
Monday at 4 p.m..
with concrete floor.
Household goods,
Reasonably
priced at
clothes, miscellaneous.
only $25,000. For more
On Old Salem Rd, 242
details call 753-8080 or
miles from city limits.
come by 105 N. 12th St.
Watch for signs.
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
VAHDSALE,Saturday It__at 905 N. 16th Street.
Chain saw, tapes,
inertionally net
clothing and much
2 Bedroom tram I befell,
more.
YARD SALE Saturday,
August 14, lots of good
stuff, paperbacks. 602
Vine.8
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
Baby clothes and furniture, Avon bottles,
clothing, miscellaneous.
907 Vine. 84 Friday and
Saturday. In case of rain
will be held following
week.
YARD SALE five party,
August 12 and 13th,
9 AM to 6 PM, follow
signs from Judkins
Store, Hwy 121 South, a
little bit of everything.

oottlr
Waled milks Adam of
collese.
key te litearity
3 Andresen brick, troika,
cowered retie, 2,075 441ea 1.1/3 scree an Maus
aelyartsaa lead.
Retire is Coortry
le tins 1 bedroom Anon - 2'
ep home altit stedi Mrs an ,
1 acre Iasi new lake.
Totally Different
Looking ter meaty and
spine in edditien Ti Imam
with obesity porter leafed
en 71401,..
Acre Ms
3 lietinrem frau Welt ell
etedore CelliVedelNKIIS yea
rteily seraeld see tie. only
$20,000.00
Whew ina.
Reel Estate
753-320 Anytime

Full Time -

MANAGER
Salary plus fringe benefits. Medical insurance included, Bonus Plan.
Apply in person to

SWEET CORN will
deliver Murray. Eight
cents per ear. Call 435.4385.
TOMATOES pick your
own. 92.00 bushel, 91.00
ki bushel, C & A Farms,
Poor Farm Road. Bring
your own containers.
Open 9 to 6. Closed
Sundays.
ELISON'S ELBERTA
PEACHES. The last
peaches of the season
are now ready. Finest
quality, large size
Yellow Freestone. Come
Now. Turn left /
3
4 mile
East of Tennessee river
bridege at McCollum
Lane. On US 60 near
Ledbetter, Ky. Watch
for signs.
LARGE SWEET CORN.
Also cooking apples and
large tame plums. Call
753-4725.

7 A.M. until 11 A.M. only
Monday thru Saturday
No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

Isn't

it time you Diann" to

Make your will?
Why delay/ Be sure your wishes arid possessmns ynn be
handled as you desire Get lull details war) this Wi/1 Kit
Includes 4 WILL FORMS and up-to-date 64-pg booklet."What
wrotten by a promenent
Evetyone Should Know AbOut
attorney answers all questions. Yetis
what to do Gves examples Of wills,
FREE-"Personal Assets Record,"
To,
"•vis
-Duties of ExeC1/101"
ancl Valuable
Papers PortIolid '•

TAKING ORDERS for
purple hull peas. Pick
your own or we pick.
Call 436-2149.
41 Publ,r
THREE PARTY YARD
Sale - 503 Vine Street.
Clothes and a little of
everything. Thiirsday,
Friday and Saturday. A,

•

MONEY MCI GUARANTIE
emigres. me or met EWE - Hie IWO
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3. Real Estate

USE
)111

es,
nd

its

IRS,
lea.
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AR705
ay,

gain
8-4
des,
its,
less.
hest

and
121
ord,
and

WALKING DISTANCE of
UnivVrsity. Well located
at 1710 Miller. Nice 3
bedroom brick with
carport. Also new 22' k
24' one car-garage with
workshop. Vriced to sell.
Someone will get a
really good buy. Guy
Realty, 901
Spann
Sycamore,753-7724.,

THREE
GOOD
BEDROOM home with
extra lot, near U iversity
estate.
to
settle
Possession with deed, a
bargain if sold in next 10
Good
days.
three
bedroom brick N. 19th
Street. Bath and half,
lirge den ang kitchen,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, stove included.
SELL YOUR FARM
KOPPERUD
Carport only $28,500.
through
Three bedroom brick
REALTY,711 Main. We
home, nice lot near
have recently sold six
Cartes School for only
farms in Calloway
2acre building
/
$20,000. 11
County and have had
lot with good well and
inquiries
many
fruit trees. Three miles
regarding all types a
East of Hardin, $2,500
farm land and acreage
Galloway Realty, 505
tracts. If you have a
Main Street, phone 753farm or acreage tract to
5842.
Bill
contact
sell,
Kooperud, 753-1222. Also
if you have been wanting 340' x
337' BEAUTIFUL
to purchase acreage,
wooded tract of land
contact us for an update
located in Kentucky
on properties listed for
Lake area. County road
sale in Calloway County.
runs thru this parcel and
We at KOPPERUD
can be divided into 7
REALTY provide a
large building sites.
complete range of Real
May be purchased for
Estate Service. Phone
only $3995 with $40 down
today.
us
and $40 per month. Also

want

risk

of

As,
ft.,

2
Ui

and
WA,

od

JUST 'LISTED - 9 room
Early American, 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
on lovely tree shaded
lot. Home has 5
fireplaces, large rooms
with natural wooden
trim around doors,
baseboards and manties. Two car garage.
Priced in mid 30's.
Kopperwl
Phone
Realty, 753-1222, at 711
Main Street for all your
Real Estate Needs.

CHEVROLET
1973
Caprice Classic. $1800.
Call 753-0083.

CAMPUS, 2
NEAR
bedroom house, $15,500.
Call 753-3293.
FIRST TIME offered, 4
bedroom brick home
with 2 two-thirds aeres
• on Locust grove Church
Road. Priced at only
$32,000. Call Bob Perrin,
753-3509, Claude Miller
Real Estate, 753-5064.

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
44. lots For Sale
LOT IN PANARAMA
Shores, 3 bedroom, le:
bath, central air, lots of
shade. Call 436-5469.

1974 CAMARO, 42,000
miles, 350 engine, 2
barrel carburetor, air
condition power steering
and brakes, AM-FM 8
track player, ralley
wheels. Sharp! Call 7538683 or 753-8428.

OFTIME
FIRST
FERED, almost new
4
home.
luxury
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace in din, sunken
living room, formal
dining, kitchen with
dining area. Oversize
two stall garage. For
appointment 753-3509.

BY OWNER - nice
building site, lot 111.6 x
211 on Oakdale Drive.
Call 753-0814.
45 Farms For Sale

REDUCED !! Subdivision at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 134 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857,

AUCTION SALE

Saturday August 14th, 10 a.m.
at the late Bill Bucy home, 130
Ashland Road, Reidland, ,Ky.
-Highway 6-2-end 68,
1 block North of Pet World.
This a large sale of shop, hand and garden tools,
also antioue furniture and collector items. Marble top dresser, Ben Franklin secretary desk, old
bureau, oak wardrobe, round table, old beds,
small cedar chest foot locker, new recliner,
mirrors, and picture frames. Rocker,fancy center tables, lamps, number 2 dinner bell, 12 gauge
&Ole karrel hammerless shotgun. 72 Marlin
automatic rifle, old china doll, some choice
pieces of glass and china. Stone crock, treadle
sewing machine, old carnival pitcher and berry
dishes. Other collector items. Large shop of
tools, skill and saber saws, hand saws and carpentry tools, grinders, vices, anvil, drills, tool
box,filled with every kind of wrench imaginable.
Work benches and cabinets, log chains and rope.
All of these tools are in good shape. lawn
mower, large stacks of lumber and iron of all
kinds, roll of chain link fence, much more. For
information call:

Mrs. Bill Bucy 502-898-2807
or
Chester and Miller
Auction Service,
435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
n-

FOR SALE

Beautiful three bedroom brick on corner shady
2 baths den
1
lot 153 x 195. Formal dining room, 2/
with fireplace, covered patio, double garage,
electric opener. 1102 Meadow Lane. 753-2377.

cal
Estate
By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

Enjoy Your Inflation Hedge
The best way to get
people to talk about
economics is to have
prices skyrocket. People
who worry about inflation aren't kidding the
problem is real and
serious. But what can we
do to protect ourselves?
a
are
your
If
homeowner, you are
doing it unknowingly
because one of the
safest and surest hedges
against inflation is the
ownership of real estate.
Your 'shelter' expense
we stay
steady
even in times of rising
prices. The monthly
Payments on a mortgage
don't change at all.

If you decide to sell
you can be confidentexcept in a forced saleof getting back more
money than before inflation hit. And, if you're
in need of cash, your
rising equity in your
home increases your
borrowing
potential
power. So, if you're a
you've
homeowner,
effective
an
been
economist all along and
(Idol know it.
If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple SI., Murray.
Phone 753-4451. We're here
to help!

OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all builtins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large ban. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
925,000. Call 753-7448.
TWO BEDROOM, V2
basement on South llth
St. Phone 901-642-7857.
BUY BEAUTIFUL 1700
sq. ft. home. Home has
corner fireplace, 3
bedrooms 2 baths, large
country kitchen, and
utility room. Home
priced to move quickly.
Call 753-7775.
NEAR KIRKSEY,large 3
bedroom house with
apon
carport
proximately 1 acre of
land. Call 489-2288.
WARM, SPACIOUS 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-7853.
THREE
BRICK
BEDROOM, garage,
large trees, private
yard, near downtown,
hospital and schools.
Shown by appointment
at
Priced
only.
$24,900.00. Call for appointment 753-9710.
OWNER, leaving city,
brick residence, good
income, near University, exclusive area,
special opportunity. Call
753-0940.
OWNER, price
BY
reduced. Near shopping
center. Three bedroom
2 bath, living
/
brick 11
room, den, kitchen,
dining room, 2 car
carport, utility room, or
large lot with large
outside storage building.
Located 1015 Story Ave.
Call 753-2482 after 4:30
p.m.
ANTIQUE

LOVERS

House and lot for sale.
needs
House
remodeling. Excellent
location - near Coldwater Highway 121. Call
area code 313-VA4-0945.
TWO BEDROOM, living
and family room. Kitchen, brick and utility
Two
downstairs.
bedroom and bath upstairs. 60 x 450' lot. Fruit
trees, grape vines,
strawberry patch. Can
be seen at 309 N. 7th
Street. Call 753-2588.

1964CHEV. CHURCH bus
with 66 engine and 2
speed axle. Will accept
bid over $500 through
Sept. I. Call 527-9959 or
527-9538.

1966 CHEVY caprice,
automatic with air.
Phone 753-1553 after 6:00
p.m.
1960 OLDSMOBILE,$125.
2
/
Call 753-7471, 16301
Main Street. cood
condition.
1970 CHRYSLER, 2 door
hardtop, all power,
Cruise control tilt and
telescopic wheel, radio
and tape, $650.00. Call
436-2427.

50 Campers
1975 16' COACHMAN pop
up. Reduced. Call 4892716.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

MS YAMAHA DT 125.
Call 753-2293.
1974 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Just rebuilt motor.
Looks and runs like new.
$400. Call 753-6831 or
after 5:30 753-6057.
1972 HONDA 450. Call 7536555.
48 Automotive Service
RIMS-15" Ford and
Dodge, 14" Valiant and
15" 5 hole Chevrolet. 16"
with mud and snow
2 H. P. mini bike
/
tires. 31
-3 drawer mac tool Box.
Call 436-2149 or 435-4405.
TIRE SALE-The Wide
Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaranteed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L60x14' or 15", $30.46
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
TIRE SALE-Steel
Belted Radials, White
Wall, Premium Grade,
Fully Guaranteed.
FR78x14", $36.06 plus
$2.69 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78x15",
$39.58 plus $3.15 FE Tax.
LR78x15", $41.57 plus
$3.47 FE Tax
TIRE SALE-Polyester 4
Wall,
White
ple
Premium Grade, Fully
Guaranteed-A78 x 13",
$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15",$21.99
plus $2.80 FE Tax.
1.18x15", $23.99 plus
$3.06 FE Tax.
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaranteed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Traction
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or H78x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 760x15" 6
ply, $28.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
and
Wilson
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.
Colors
also
patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753..1873
or 427-5425.

FIREPLA.C1FIS cltstom
built, -brick or stone,
guaranteed to work. Call
474-8803 or 474-9736.

CARPET
KIRBY
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come Mean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

1971 FORD LTD sharp
with air, $950.00. Call
436-2427.
1971 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, great condition,
automatic, air conditioned, A-1 shape. 7538904,753-2414.
1973 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme. Call after 5,
753-8162.
1.969 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, 2 door. Phone 4365366 dr 436-5437.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK,
air conditioned, one
owner. $1095. Call 7534445.
CHEVROLET
1975
STATION wagon, 9
passenger, good conV-8,
350
dition.
automatic, cruise
control, AM-FM, all
power. 19,000 miles,
$4,000. Call 753-6706
room No. 37 after 6 p.m.
1972 OLDS 98, 4 door
hardtop. Call 753-8275.
1972 MONTE CARLO,
extra clean, air and
power steering and
brakes, new tires.
$2300.00 firm. Call 7539259 or 753-4107.
1965 PLYMOUTH station
wagon, 9 passenger.
Power steerieg and air.
Good shape. Call 7537292.
1969
CONVERTIBLE
Lemans Pontiac 6, $995.
Also 1966 Thunderbird
hardtop, full power and
• air, $695. See Bob Cook,
Hazel, Ky.
CHEVROLET
1960
Apache pickup. A-1
condition. $250. Complete line of mechanical
tools. Call 753-7328.
1972 BUICK SKYLARK,
four door, air power
brakes and power
steering, AM-FM radio.
1663 College Terrace
Drive, phone 753-5822.

HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after k. 436-2476. ,

DRIVEWAYS, turnarounds, parking area.
and
White
rocked
graded. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
MOBILE HOME anchors,
753-5429 after 4 p.m.
underpinning,'.
custom
patio
and
porch
awnings, car porches
WOULD LIKE YARDS to
mow or thinning or
and roofs sealed. Call
other odd jobs. Call 489753-1873 after 5 p.m.
2471.
Jack Glover.

EXPERIENCED
babysitter wanting to
keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.

NOTICE , WINDOWS
gutters
washed,
carpets
cleaned,
cleaned. Call 753-5320.

1374 PINTO WAGON runs
good, very clean, new
tires, Day 753-0123
.
Nights 753-7699.

DOG GROOMING, Route
5, Box 325. Reduced'
price. Call 436-2510.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combine.
Call 753-8090.

1956 1;14ERNATIONAL 2
ton stake bed Farm
Truck, runs good, 7530123 days, 753-7699
nights.

CL-450,
HONDA
Excellent condition,
$700.00. Call 435-4325.

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

1969 CHEVELLE SS,
good condition. Call 4928204.

1973 125 CZ Motocross
bike, built for racing.
New tires. $275.00.
Phone 354-6691.

51. Services Offered

49. Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used CarS & Trucks

have larger tracts of
37 ACRE FARM with
land that may be bought
farm house. 30 acres in
with a small down
beans. Call 436-2266.
payment and monthly
41 IVIotortycles
payments to suit the
SMALL *FA-RM'ON 641. - 1976 YAMAHA 125YZ.
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E. • Call 753-6940.
Runs good. $575. Call
Thornburg at 436-5320.
753-6295.
is Homes For Sale

om

six
s of
Land.
with
new
rge
lding
loor.
I at
more
or
St.
6EAL

46 Homes For Sale

43. Real Estate

3E,

3IE

3
k.
IA.4
=1111.

WE WILL install CB -and
TV towers and anfree
For
tennas.
estimate call 901-2328398, Jim Conger.
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.

CONLAKELAND
STURCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.•
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
FENCE SALEAT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs

PURCELL'S
LARRY
excavating dozer work.
Call collect 1-554-5093.

PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.

1974 MAZDA station
wagon. Four door,
radial tires, overhead
low
engine,
cam
mileage. $2500- Call 7535 p.m,
9430 after
Monday-Friday.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1969 V. W. automatic
stick, needs minor work.
Price $450. Call 753-1874
before 2 p.m. or anytkne
weekends

1974 V. W. MUST sell.
$2,200.00. Good condition. Call 753-83641
after 6:00 p. m.

1965 FORD window Van 6
cylinder automatic.
Runs Good $70010.
Phone 354-6691

RENT RINSENVAC

FREE + Four month old
male kitten, Gray and
black striped with four
white feet. Friendly and
playful. Long haired.
Call 753-3535 after 4:30.
RED IRISH SETTER,242
years old. Free to good
home. Registerd. CajI
753-2736.

HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Saturday August 14, 10 a. m. rain or shine.
Leave Highway 94 East, travel 280 from sign, 2
miles to J. Raymond Jones Home Murray, Ky.
Offering chifferobes, iron beds, tin door pie
safe, refrigerator, dinette set, 2 and 3 drawer
dresser bases, 2 treadle sewing machines,
cabinet playing Victrola, many Avon bottles, 12
gauge single and nice double barrel shotguns,
410, single shot and Dump rifles. 3 bicycles, boat
and handmaid trailer, junk, few tools, nice
looking 1967 Chrysler wagon, 1962 four doom
Rambler and miscellaneous items. Eats and
drinks. Not responsible for accidents. Detailed
announcements day of sale.

Douglas Shoemaker
753-3375, Murray, Ky.
41•=1111M11111111111111MIMIIMMIMMINI11.111.11,

DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
Bucy
Mark
lime.
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 7535795.

B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
$35

MI=1111111a....

Furches
Jewelry
113S Oft Street
M‘prrey

jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

For all complete full size cars delivered
to ...
Junction Hwy 68 & 80
Aurora, Hy
For Pickup Service
Call 474-8854

PAINTING
Residential-Commercial

1947 CHEVROLET,2 door
coupe. Call 753-2670
after 4 p.m .

54. Free Column

200 East 121ii Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
5O2.52/-1481

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

For dependable watch and

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

WEAT STRAW. Call 7538683 or 753-8428.

44 Jefferson Street, Box 670
- Cadiz, Kentucky 42211
502-522-3648

LICENSED electrican
prompt efficient service. No job too small.
CARPET CLEANING' Call Ernest White, 753very
0605.
experienced,
reasonable rates,
free
references,
WILL DO babysitting any
estimates. Quick drying.
time between 7:00 &
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
5:00. Phone 753-6531.

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 7537238.

53 Feed And Seed

Art Travis, IS,PE Meek

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-45.33,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Core
struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone _day or
night 442-7026.

Preston N. Thomas, L. S.
Theo Gemmel, LS, PE Chem.

WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Parks.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free
estimates. Over 30 years
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

WOULD LIKE to do,,
housework nights or
Saturdays. Call collect
382-2161 after 4:30.

Preston H. Thomas of Caclisrannounces the formation of a joint venture with Teho Ganunel and
Art Travis of Grunrnel-Travis and Associates,
Benton, Kentucky. The firm of Ganunel-Travis
and Thomas will provide engineering and land
surveying services for Trigg County and the
surrounding area from its office located in the
Pollard White Building in Cadiz.

HOME IMBOB'S
PROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry_,
painting,'cement work:
Call 436-2502.

DOZER WORK • small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

best
_PAINTINNy,,
references furnished.
Call 753-0076.

GAMMEL-TRAVIS
AND THOMAS

FENCE SALES SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

1 Services Offered

Interior-Exterior

Spray-Brush-Roll

In Shop, spraying of yard furniture-shutters-etc.

Parking Lot Striping.
We are Fully Insured.
No Job too Large or too Small.
11
ESIMININCALLY- )
0soos Ile way
a Orolbso Me cost
ROOLo)
szs.issi6VE UP
(rXl

-1/4
161
VP.‘

/
Mg

NM* Only $12.00 a day

Illel-Ak Deese Stets
1181-I5 Comer 753.16111

FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING COMPAN
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
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23 Kentucky Delegates Say
They Support Ronald Reagan

I Deaths and Funerals I
James M. Langdon Mrs. Mazie Harris
Dies Wednesday
oi 'Wan Rites
At Local Hospital
Planned Saturday
James M. Langdon of 707
Goodman Street, Murray,
died Wednesday at 5:15 p. m.
it the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 80
Years of age.
The deceased was an Army
veteran of World War I,
retired foreman of a lumber
company,
ipernber
of
American Legion Post No. 214
of Glen Park, Ind., and a
member of the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at Gary,Ind.
Mr. Langdon and his wife,
Belle Abels Langdon, who
survives, were married
November 15, 1920. They
moved to Murray three years
ago from Gary, Ind. Born
April 3, 1896, in Iron Mountain,
Mich., he was the son of the
late Jim Langdon and Carolyn
Martin Langdon.
The Murray man was
preceded in death by two
daughters, Vivian Elizabeth
Langdon in 1923 and Dorothy
Louise Landon in 1940, and one
son, James Langdon in 1945.
Survivors are his wife, one
daughter, Mrs. Warren
Virginia) Shropshire, and
one grandson,Jim Shropshire,
707 Goodman Street, Murray;
one granddaughter, Mrs,
Diane Harder, Hebron, Ind,;
one sister, Mrs. Flossie
Clennan, Flint, Mich. •
Funeral and burial services
will be held at Gary, Ind.,
where - the body—was . transferred to a funeral home
there by the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home of Murray who
had
charge
of
local
arrangements.

-LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Of Kentucky's 37 Republican
National
Convention
delegates, 23 firmly support
Ronald Reagan, eight back
President Ford and six have
now decided not to decide or
at least not to announce their
decisions, until they get to
Kansas City, they said in the
latest Associated Press poll.
Four Kentucky delegates—
Carter County Judge David
McDavid,
Charles
R.
Holbrook Jr. of Ashland, Jack
Crump of Qwentboro and Mrs.
Sam
Guggenheim
of
Marion—have been
uncommitted in previous polls.
A delegate from Murray and
one from Louisville, both
picked as Reagan delegates,
now say,
.they, too, will avoid
making a firm commitment
until they get to the convention
next week.
Ed Thurmond of Murray,
elected on a Reagan slate last
April, says he still leans
toward Reagan, but is on the
"borderline."
Joan Grosso of Louisville,
also elected on a Reagan slate,
says she has "respect for
both" candidates, has her own
-personal preference, but that
may change," and believes it
"improper" to state her
preference now.

Reaian's choice of Pennsylvatua Igen. Richard Schvoiker as 'a running mate
drew varying reactions from
his Kentucky hackers when
the Kentucky delegates were
polled by telephone Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Bobby
N. Lewis of
Louisville, for instance, said
he still supports the former
California governor, but "with
a little chagrin" because Of
the vice presidential choice.
Estill Banks, on the other
hand, said a ReaganSchweiker team "would
represent all spectrums," and
that the choice "wasn't
anything that would change
my mind."
While most of the Kentucky
delegates favor Reagan,
nearly half indicated they
would oppose any move b2 cast
a Kentucky vote other than 19
for Ford and 18 for Reagan on
the first national convention
ballot.
The Republicans passed a
resolution at their state
convention that on the first
ballot, the delegation chairman is to announce Kentucky's vote according to the
outcome of the state primary
election.
The state's presidential
primary law requires a first-

Mrs. Mazie Harris,619 Ellis
Drive, Murray, died this
morning at 8:40 at the
Murray-Callovhy County
Hospital. She was 72 years of
age.
The Murray woman was
preceded in death by her
husband, C. G. (Glen) Harris,
on January 21, 1968. She was a
member of the Antioch
-Church of Christ. Born
January 31, 1904, in Calloway
Bro. Jerry Lee will be the
County, she was the daughter speaker at the revival serof the late Jessie Grubbs and vices at the Northside
Laura Wright Grubbs.
Baptist Church, located
Mrs. Harris is survived trY• five miles north of Murray
two daughters, Mrs. Bill
on U. S. Highway 641,
(Glenda) Johnson, Elkin, N.
starting Monday, August
C., and Mrs. Junior (Katie)
continuing
Casey, Dukedom, Tenn.; two 16, and
step daughters, Mrs. Homer through Saturday, August
G. (Dorothy) Darnall and 21. Bro. Lee is pastor of
Mrs. Leon (Emma Sue) the West Fork Church.
Ryan Graham will be the
Qlmer,Lincoln Park, Mich.
Also surviving are four song leader for the serstepsons, Calvert Harris, vices at 7:30 p.m. with
Hazel, James N. Harris, special singing each
Murray, Robert Harris, evening. Bob Warren will
Lincoln Park, Mich., and speak on August 19. The
Keith Harris, Wyandotte, Jubilee Quartet will be
Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. special guests at the
Onie Cleaver, Murray Route homecoming at the churTwo, Miss Addle Grubbs, ch on Sunday, August 22,
Riely Court, Murray,and Mrs. according to Bro. RanMinnie Myers, Coldwater, dolph Allen, pastor.
Mich.; tiventy grandchildren;
nine great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Antioch
WASHINGTON (AP) '— rubber industry. And we feel it average of $5.50 an hour in
Cemetery.
Negotiators in the rubber will bring an end to the 114- straight wages under the old
Friends may call at the
workers' strike reached a day-long strike by the union contract.
funeral home after six p. m.on
breakthrough agreement on against the four major
The union claimed it needed
Friday.
basic wage issues early today, American rubber companies, a hefty wage boost to restore
and Labor Secretary W.J. Firestone,
Goodrich, rubber workers' traditional
Usery predicted it would bring Goodyear and Uniroyal."
parity with auto workers.
the 16-week-old strike to an •Some
60,000
rubbers
A spokesman for Usery said
end.
workers have been on strike there was "no Way to project"
United Rubber Workers since April 21.
how soon rubber,-'Workers
President Peter Bommarito
Usery and Scearce did not might be back ontfie job.
reached the agreement on disclose details, but in a joint
Usery and Scearce said the
wages with Firestone Tire and statement said that, "this UM-Firestone
agreement
Cecil H. Darnall of 1231 Rubber Co. representatives in economic package is more ,coins provisions to imNorth 12th Street, Paducah, the middle of. the night'after expensive than other set- prove the bargaining climate
died Wednesday at 11:30 a. m. five days of "virtually con- tlements negotiated
is in the rubber industry and
at the Western Baptist tinuous bargaining," Usery year."
prevent a repetition of "the
They added:
Hospital there He was 72 said.
hardships that have been
The agreement still must be
"At the.,„
time, we caused by this extended
years of age.
The deceased, a -retired approved by the URW- recognize -the e members of dispute."
employee of the I. C. Gulf Firestone bargaining com- the URW ere caught in the
Railroad, was a member of mittee in Akron, Ohio, an,'restrict,iobs of wagt controls
the Central Church of Christ, other master contract L5stfes whp They agreed to their last
tract three years ago.
Paducah. Born September 5, remain to be resolveklisery
Federal State Market News Service
W members were among August
1903, in Calloway County, he said.
12,1919
But Usery,and top fede
the few in major industries kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
was the son of the late Eugene
Includes 7 Buying Stations
Darnall and Lucy Davenport mediator -James F. S9enree who received no cost of living Report
Receipts: Act. 552 Est. 508 Barrows *
prOtted:
prlection during the time Gills fully quarter higher Sows steady
Darnall.
US 1-2200-210 lbs.
143.75-44.00
Mr. Darnall is survived by '"We expect it to serve as a when inflation was at its US
$43.15-413.75
1-3 300-240 lbs.
pattern
for ,settlement of worst."
US 2-4 340-260 lbs. ......
942.50-4325
his
wife,
Mrs.
Veta
US 3-4 260-280 lbsB....$41.50-42.50
Youngblood
They --sald--thi-Eigreement Sows
Darnall, economic isaues for other
03000-2020
Paducah; stepmother, Mrs. contractOetween the United "generally follows the ITS 1-2 279-350 lbs.
636.00-36.50
1-3 300-450 lbs.
Onie Cleaver; Murray; nine oem
Ru,,e' Workers and the recommendation for set- US
US 1-3 450650 lb..
836 50-37.00
daughters, Mrs. Robert
935.00-36.00
tlement made by us to the US 2-3300.500 lb..
ecoming Planned
Boars 26.00-29.00
Sutton, Mrs. Henry Englert,
parties on Sunday."
Mrs. Robert Traughber, Mrs,'
The rubber workers had
LAKE DATA
Here At 011,Salem
Larry Leavitte, and
demanded a $1.65 an hour
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.356.3
Jackie Rodgers, Padncah,
three-year
raise
contract
a
in
Old Salem Cemetery will
Mrs. John Houseman, Nash- hold its annual homecoming with unlimited cost of living down 0.1.
Below dam 301.5 down 0.1.
ville, Tenn., KIS. Gordon on Sunday, August 15.
protection. The last anBarkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.2
Hughes, Mrs4ames Watson,
A basket lunch will be nounced industry offer was
and Mrs.- Carnie Hopkins, served at noon. Donations for $1.30 an hour, with cost of down 0.1.
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Ledbetter; four sons, Charles the upkeep of the cemetery living protection only in the
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W. slid Jerry Don Darnall, should be brought to the last two years.
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Paducah, Billy Joe and cemetery Sunday.
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-Richard Darnell, Ledbetter.
Also surviving are two
brothers, Virgil Darnall,
Murray Route Two, and Paul
5040t4 & tad Padtard
Darnall, Gladwin, Mich.; four
S. 9cdtclsi.
sisters, Mrs. Robbie Knipp
and -Mrs: Geraldine Thomas, •
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Murray Route Six, Mrs. Reba
Crouse and Mrs. Josephine
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Cleaver, Murray Route Two;
brother-in-law, Garland
Chester, Michigan; thirty-two
grandchildren;
twenty-two
great grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p: m.at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Bro. 0.
D. McKendree officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery,
Paducah.
Friends may call at the
Dance Fri. Aim 27th
funeral home.

Negotiators In Rubber Workers"
Strike Reach Breakthrough Today

Rites Incomplete
For Mrs. Armstrong Cecil H. Darnall
The funeral arrangements
Hospital;
for Mrs. LeVerttie Hughes Dies At
Armstrong
remain
incomplete, but the service will Funeral Friday
be at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
burial in the Sinking Springs
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today(Thursday).
Mrs. Armstrong, age 93,
died Wednesday morning at
her home in the Harris Grove
Community, Murray Route
Seven. Her husband, James
Cooper Armstrong, died
September 15, 1950. Born
October 28, 1882, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Wiley Anderson
Craig Hughes and Clara Alice
Cooper Hughes.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Clara Opal
Waldrop, Murray • Route
Seven, and Mrs. Mildred
Louise Bogard, Burton,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Mae
Broach, Hopkinsville; seven
grandchildren..
She was a Member of the
Lynn Greve United Methodist
r Church and was preceded in
death by two sons, Herny Clay
Armstrong in 1958 and Perry
Prince Armstrong in 1968.

Funeral Is Friday
At Dexter Church
For MI:Tritchett
Funeral services for Lloyd
Pritchett will be held Friday
at two p. m. at the Dexter
Church of Christ where he was
a member with Bro. John L.
Hicks officiating and the
singers from the church
providing the song service.
Pallbearers will be Legal
Jackson, Robert Henderson,
Jimmy Pritchett, Johnny
Garland, Joe Nelson, and
Marvin McDaniel. Burial will
be in the Stewart Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call until
one p. m. Friday when the
body will be taken to the
church.
Mr. Pritchett, age 78. died
- Wednesday at 9:30 a. m.at his
home at Dexter. Born March
4, 1898, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
and Alice Jones Pritchett.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Tommie Matheny Pritchett,
Dexter; four daughters. Mrs.
Buster (Edith) Elkins and
Mrs. Willard (Leona)Boren,
Dexter, Mrs. Willis (Erelene)
Smith, • Benton, and Mrs.
Lewis (Rebecca) Duncan,
Almo; two sons, Daniel and
Jerry Pritchett, Murray;
fourteen grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren; one
great great grandchild.
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ballot vote reflecting the
outcome of the May primary:
19 for Ford and 18 for Reagan.
No particular delegates
have been designated as
Ford's 19 or Reagan's 18,
however. And the state
primary law contains no
penalty for violators.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
A national convention rule, noon
today f urnished to the Ledger &
Rule 18, says a delegate can Tunes hy I. lit Simon Co. are as follows.
challenge the announced vote Industrial Avg
-2.91
and have the delegates polled
AitCO
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If this were done, and the Ashland Oil
A.T. T.
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Kentucky delegates voted Ford
58 A4
90% -%
their preferences, Reagan Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Motors
66% -%
would get 23 or more votes and Gen. Tire
22% -Vs
IS% +44
Ford could get as few as eight, Goodrich
Gulf Oil
-Va
depending on how the un- Pennwalt
34% +44
Quaker
Oats
-%
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committed delegates voted.
Republic Steel
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But 17 delegates — including Singer
21% -%
Tappan
No
Sale
nine for Reagan — said they'd Western Union
18% un
oppose any attempt to have Zenith
325. uac
the delegates vote their Venus was regarded highly
so
preferences on the first ballot. by ancient Maya priest-astronoOthers said they'll wait and mers that they made the planet
see what happens at the a god.
convention.
-"I feel there is a moral
obligation to let the Kentucky
scoreboard at the end of the
first ballot represent 19-18. I
would not be a party to any
attempt to circumvent that,"
said Lewis.

Be Auctioned FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state government fleet of
automobiles and trucks will be
trimmed down soon when
,sbaut 201 vehieJei.D3111,191..
auction.
The vehicles, eliminated in
Gov. Julian Carroll's order to
reduce the number of state
cars and trucks, will not be
replaced.
The auction will be held next
month in three stages at three
sites here.
Carroll issued an order last
month revoking'the practice
of exclusive use of state autos
by some employes. That order
took effect June 30.
All state vehicles are now
motor pools unde3,1
,
1he
supervision of the state
Department
Of • Transportation.
A secptid auction is
scheduled for Sept. 1, when
anotbe 175 cars will'be on the
— mainly state police
Ainits declared surplus. A third
sale is set for Sept. 15.

Singing Stepps To
Be, Dewards Chapel
7.
"The Singing Stpps" will
be featured in a special
singing at the Dewards Chapel
Pentecostal Church, located
nine miles east of Murray
Highway 94, on Sunday,
August 15, froin,e- to four
p.m.
A bask* dinner will be
served---"at noon following
Sunday School at ten a.m. and
breaching at eleven a.m. with
Bro. Lloyd Underhill, pastor,
as the speaker.

Hog Market
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The Barn

Bill Black's Combo

THURSDAY. AUG. 191h 8 PM TO 12 PM DINNER DANCE

THE ORIGINAL BACK-UP BAND FOR ELVIS PRESLEY

Asbury Cemetery Will
Hold Its Homecoming
The annual homecoming
day will be held at the Asbury
Cemetery on Saturday,
August 14, with Bro. Billy
Turner as the speaker fair the _
morning worship services.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon.
Officials have started a
trust fund for the upkeep of the
cemetery and donations are
needed. Persons unable to
attend the homecoming should
mail their donations to Buford
Stone, Route One,Hazel.

JACK STAULCUP Dinner8 PM TO 12 PM
Return Engauement oi The Planers.PLATTERS DINNER DANCE. Thur.Sellt. 16111
•

BRENDA LEE COMING IN OCTOBER
ohilin
For Above vents
BOOTLEGGERSIVESN.
U SAT GRETEMURIC TO L TEN T
SMOOTH MUSIC TO DANCE TO

sale

at'
THE
BARN
RIO EACH SUNDAY EVENINO, SMOOTH SOUND Of MUSIC
REQUEST ALL YOUR 010 FAVORITES

THE BARN
479-3836

MAKE R SERVATI

"Fall Fh,ng"
Back to School Fashions

Junior Modeling
Saturday, Aug. 14

2:00 P. M.
*Door Prizes*

*Refreshments*
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